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DeaR ReaDeRs & RiDeRs,
We hope you enjoy our 2013/2014 catalog. Within its pages you’ll find any number 

of books and DVDs that can help you better communicate with and better care for 

the horses and horse people in your life. 

Trafalgar Square Books is a small, privately owned, rural Vermont business staffed by 

a devoted group of individuals with a passion for publishing literature “for the good 

of the horse.” We take great pride in our “stable” of authors—some of the best known 

riders, trainers, practitioners, and horse professionals in the world today. and we take 

care that every product we publish, release, and sell through our online bookstore 

www.HorseandRiderBooks.com is top-notch, quality equestrian education. 

if you haven’t been by recently, be sure to visit the Trafalgar Square bookstore at 

www.HorseandRiderBooks.com. There you’ll find author news and announcements 

posted regularly on our blog, as well as facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Pinterest, and 

instagram. You can sign up to be the first to know when new books and DVDs are 

available (and the first to receive special discounts and limited-time offers) via our 

e-mail newsletter; and of course you can search our complete selection of titles for 

the horse lover, available for order via a secure system. 

and be sure to let us know what you want to see in future books and DVDs—we 

are always searching for the next best way to make riding, training, and being with 

horses safe and fulfilling with the well-being of the horse in mind.

good reading = good riding!

—the tsb staff, north pomfret, vermont
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c o n t e n t s

Yet when the books have 
been read and reread, it 
boils down to the horse, 
his human companion, and 
what goes on between 
them.”  —Walter Farley

w w w . H o r s e a n d R i d e r B o o k s . c o m  | find us on facebook

352 pp • 8 ¼ x 10 ¼ 
269 color photos 
11 line drawings 

978 1 57076 489 9 
$39.95 paperback 
Recently Released

cataLoG coVeR PHoto BY KeRon PsiLLas

in 2006, after a number of months living in Europe to focus solely on 
photography, Keron moved to Seattle and began two years tenure 
as the Director of the art Wolfe Digital Photography Center. The 
access to industry professionals and renowned artists facilitated her 
developing career as a photographer, writer, and as an image-editing 
and publishing consultant. While continuing to learn from the masters in 
the field, including Sam abell, Jay maisel, and arthur meyerson, and most 

importantly, her students, Keron is now instructing and leading trips worldwide, often with 
Dominique and Debra Barbier. She is represented by the Corbis and Danita Delimont agencies. 
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Modern eventing  
with Phillip Dutton
The Complete Resource—Training, Conditioning, 
and Competing in all Three Phases 

PHiLLiP DUTToN WiTH amBER HEiNTzBERgER

This fabulously illustrated book covers training, conditioning, and 
competing in all three phases of events: dressage, cross-country, 
and show jumping. in addition, Dutton includes full chapters 
describing the special needs of the event horse, with tips and advice 
from the top experts who make up his internationally respected 
eventing team— his groom, his farrier, and his veterinarian. You’ll 
find guidance in everything from daily maintenance to braiding 
and turnout, and from hoof care and studs to common health 
issues and “vet box” care of your horse during competitions.

With tips for finding the right event prospect, whatever your level 
of experience, as well as Dutton’s own schooling exercises, both on 
the flat and over fences, the book promises to give you the leg up 
you need for a safe and confident start in the sport. 

352 pp • 8 ¼ x 10 ¼ 
269 color photos 
11 line drawings 

978 1 57076 489 9 
$39.95 paperback 
Recently Released

PHIllIP DUTTON is a 12-time USEa Leading Rider of the 
Year and 5-time olympian with two gold medals. He has 
represented australia in three olympic games and four 
World Championships, and competed at the 2008 Beijing 
olympics, 2010 World Equestrian games, and 2012 London 
olympics for the United States. Phillip has been named 
the top fEi World Event Rider, is a founding member of 
the Professional Riders organization (PRo), and was voted 
the 2009 Developing Rider Coach of the Year, having 

coached many adult amateurs and USET shortlisted riders. 
He lives with his wife and three daughters in West grove, 
Pennsylvania.

AMBER HEINTzBERgER is a freelance writer and 
photographer specializing in equestrian subjects. She is 
coauthor of Beyond the Track: Retraining the Thoroughbred 
from Racehorse to Riding Horse. amber lives in New York City 
with her husband and two children.


LooK
insiDe!

“a Must BuY!”  
eVentinG LeGenD JiM WoffoRD
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7 clinics with Buck Brannaman
CEDaR CREEK PRoDUCTioNS

in a unique series format, bundled in two packages of two and one 
package of three DVDs, 7 Clinics with Buck Brannaman allows viewers 
to see Buck in action as he works with untrained colts and well-broke 
horses; greenhorns and experienced cowboys; dressage riders, 
hunter/jumper riders, English and Western riders—and all ages, 
types, breeds, and disciplines in-between. organized to present 
information by topic, each disc features various clinic locations and 
interviews with riders and trainers (many of whom appeared in the 
feature film Buck), as well as Buck Brannaman himself.

Discs 1 & 2: GRounDWoRK
Learn important groundwork techniques as taught by Buck, 
including: hooking on, leading, halter work, bridling, saddling, 
backing up, working in circles and half-circles, using the flag, and 
firming up.

2 DVDs • 141 minutes 
978 1 57076 587 2 • $49.95 • Recently Released

Discs 3 & 4: Lessons on HoRseBacK
Learn some of Buck’s most important lessons when working under 
saddle, including: good riding form and position, finding the release 
and a soft feel, attaining collection, moving off the leg, riding 
serpentines, “getting the life up” (finding animation), perfecting the 
stop, and backing up.

2 DVDs • 184 minutes 
978 1 57076 588 9 • $49.95 • Recently Released

Discs 5, 6 & 7: Lessons on HoRseBacK,  
PRoBLeM-soLVinG, WoRDs of WisDoM

Learn more lessons on horseback—such as turn-on-the-haunches, 
transitions, jumping, and finding the feel—as well as ways to solve 
problems, including crowding, biting, striking, fidgeting, rushing, 
anxiousness and sensitivity, and bad attitudes. The series ends 
with Buck’s advice, tips, and ideas about working with, riding, and 
training horses, as he best tells it.

3 DVDs • 237 minutes 
978 1 57076 589 6 • $59.95  • Recently Released

coMPLete seRies 
7 DVDs • $145.00 • Recently Released

BUCk BRANNAMAN, known to many as the inspiration behind the 
novel and the feature film The Horse Whisperer, travels extensively 
throughout the country and the world each year, teaching an approach to 
training and riding horses that he learned from renowned horsemen Tom 
Dorrance and Ray Hunt. This approach has inspired and revolutionized 
the equestrian world, and Brannaman’s story, shared in the hit 2011 
documentary Buck, has extended the reach of his wisdom far into the 
mainstream (brannaman.com).

CINDy MEEHl met Buck Brannaman at one of his clinics in 2003. She 
founded Cedar Creek Productions, LLC, in 2008 in order to make the 
feature film Buck, which has been hailed by audiences and critics around 
the world. meehl lives in Connecticut with her husband, writer Brian 
meehl, two daughters, four dogs, and two horses (cedarcreekmedia.com). 

Songs from 7 Clinics
TEmPLEToN THomPSoN

This collection of 12 tracks as well 
as bluesy instrumental interludes 
was recorded for, featured in, and 
inspired by the 7 Clinics with Buck 
Brannaman DVD series. in other 
words, it is the vibrant “soundtrack” 
you hear as you view the menus and 
credits on each of the seven discs in 
the 7 Clinics series.                                      CD • 12 Tracks • $20.00

                                                                     

Buck
The Documentary

CEDaR CREEK 
PRoDUCTioNS

in this richly textured and 
visually stunning film, viewers 
follow Buck Brannaman from 
his abusive childhood to and 
through his life on tour, teaching 
clinics and working with 
horses. Buck teaches people 
to communicate with their 

horses through leadership and sensitivity, not punishment. 

DVD • 89 minutes • $22.95

“tHis is a DVD 
set You’LL 

WatcH oVeR anD 
oVeR aGain.”  

equine JouRnaL
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BeRnie tRauRiG: tHe aMeRican HunteR/JuMPeR 
foRWaRD RiDinG sYsteM (tHe coMPLete seRies)

acclaimed rider, coach, and clinician Bernie Traurig presents a unique DVD 
series explaining the building blocks of the american Hunter/Jumper forward 
Riding System, a system endorsed and taught by george morris and advocated 
by the USHJa Trainer Certification Program. in Developing Perfect Position; 
Fundamentals of Flatwork; and The Controls of the Horse, Bernie shares step-
by-step exercises, on the flat and over fences, that are proven to bring success. The 
complete series includes a special introductory DVD on the history of the sport.

6 DVDs • 278 minutes • 978 1 57076 672 5 • $135.00 • September 2013

DeVeLoPinG PeRfect Position

DVD • 68 minutes • 978 1 57076 669 5 
$39.95 • September 2013

tHe contRoLs of tHe HoRse
DVD • 46 minutes • 978 1 57076 670 1 
$39.95 • September 2013

funDaMentaLs of fLatWoRK
3 DVDs • 154 minutes • 978 1 57076 671 8
$59.95 • September 2013

EqUESTRiaNCoaCH.Com was created to make quality
education accessible and affordable to every rider, regardless of background, 
level, or geographic location. This online video subscription site rounds up the 
most talented equestrians on the planet, captures their expertise, and delivers 
it directly to you on your computer or mobile device in high definition. Now 
EquestrianCoach.com has teamed up with Trafalgar Square Books to bring a 
few of its best video programs to DVD.

GeoRGe MoRRis: teacHinG anD tRaininG 
 tHe aMeRican WaY

Spend an hour with george morris and demonstration riders Cynthia Hankins and Darragh Kenny as they illu-
strate the most fundamental aspects of the american Hunter/Jumper forward Riding System, a system endorsed 
and taught by george and advocated by the USHJa Trainer Certification Program. includes a bonus video, “The 
Roots of forward Riding in america,” where george introduces the american style of riding and its evolution.

DVD • 70 minutes • 978 1 57076 668 8 • $49.95 • September 2013

GeoRGe MoRRis: DRessaGe foR JuMPeRs

Join george morris, former Chef d’Equipe of the US Show Jumping Team, as he demonstrates his favorite 
dressage exercises as they apply to jumping sports. in this schooling session, george uses his system of training 
on the flat and over fences to produce a relaxed, supple, and attentive equine partner.

DVD • 38 minutes • 978 1 57076 673 2 • $39.95 • September 2013

foRM foLLoWs function WitH cYntHia HanKins

first on the flat and then over fences, USEf “R”-rated judge Cynthia Hankins discloses the common position 
faults she encounters and presents the correct, classical form of the american Hunter/Jumper forward Riding 
System, endorsed and taught by george morris and advocated by the USHJa Trainer Certification Program.

DVD • 40 minutes • 978 1 57076 667 1 • $29.95 • September 2013n
eW

 D
VD

s!

aVaiLaBLe as 
a coMPLete 

seRies oR  
inDiViDuaLLY
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40 5-Minute Jumping fixes 
Simple Solutions for Better 
Jumping Performance in No Time

WENDY mURDoCH 

Better balance in the saddle, improved body control from head to toe, and 
increased influence with your seat are just a handful of the simple fixes 
offered in this straightforward training manual for jumping. most of the 
suggestions provided require only a few minutes to learn and offer solutions 
for making jumping more enjoyable for both riders and their horses. By 
starting and ending each ride with these simple, easy, and effective fixes, 
equestrians will happily and efficiently replace old habits with new ones 
and get out of the riding rut we all find ourselves in at some point in our 
riding career.

WENDy MURDOCH, an internationally recognized equestrian author, instructor, and clinician 
for over 23 years, teaches her students how to do what great riders do naturally. Wendy’s desire 
to understand the function of both horse and human, and her love of teaching capitalizes on the 
most current learning theories in order to show riders how to exceed their own expectations. 
Wendy writes articles for a wide variety of magazines and is a regular contributor to Eclectic 
Horseman Magazine. She is the creator of the three-part Ride like a Natural DVD series.

292 pp • 8 x 8 ½ 
175 color photos 
45 color illustrations 
978 1 57076 586 5 
$29.95 hc 
January 2014

Jump course Design Manual
How to Plan and Set Practice Courses 
for Schooling Hunter, Jumper, and 
Equitation Riders 

SUSaN D. TiNDER

Now you can create your own show-quality course 
at home! This highly illustrated instruction manual 
explains—with the aid of hundreds of color photos, 
diagrams, and tables—the jump components used in 
different horse show divisions, how course designers 
select the tracks to be followed, and what factors 
make a course more or less difficult to ride. This 
book is essential for anyone who wants to better 
understand the concepts of course design and is a 
valuable training aid for those schooling or teaching 
riders at home. includes 52 full course designs, 15 
short courses, 35 gymnastic exercise set-ups, and 15 
grid lines.

300 pp • 11 x 8 ½ •140 color photos, 242 diagrams 
978 1 57076 560 5 • $34.95 spiral • Recently Published

SUSAN D. TINDER showed quarter Horses in her early years. She purchased 
what is now Tolland falls in 2003 and continues to evolve the ranch into 
one of Colorado’s premier equestrian facilities. Tinder currently shows her 
horses in the adult amateur Hunter Division (tollandfalls.com).

“VeRY coRRect....susan tinDeR 
DiD an exceLLent JoB.”  

GeoRGe MoRRis

fRoM tHe BestseLLinG autHoR of  
50 5-minute fixes to improve your riding
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Pressure Proof Your Riding
mental Training Techniques—gain Confidence  
and get motivated So You (and Your Horse)  
achieve Peak Performance

DaNiEL STEWaRT

addressing the psychology of competing in equestrian events, 
this book helps riders confront and alleviate the anxiety that often 
presents itself in competition. Pressure, stress, nerves, distraction, 
and anxiety are feelings that go hand-in-hand with the competitive 
nature of showing. Walking riders through specific tools and tricks 
that can be used to manage and overcome the panic that can 
hinder performance, author Daniel Stewart offers advice on how 
to embrace and enjoy every minute of performing with an equine 
partner. Pressure Proof your Riding is a fantastic tool for any 
competitor who wants to conquer show jitters and do his/her 
best at every competition, while feeling confident and happy 
throughout the experience.

272 pp • 7 x 8 ½ 
55 color photos 

100 line drawings 
978 1 57076 541 4 

$26.95 pb 
September 2013

DANIEl STEWART has been a successful international trainer and instructor for over 
25 years. in addition to the US, he’s trained riders in Spain, Portugal, Canada, mexico, 
Belgium, United arab Emirates, greece and the West indies. from 2000 to 2006 he 
coached riders on several US Equestrian Teams to success at World Championships, 
World Equestrian games, and olympics. Coach Stewart travels widely teaching, 
coaching and lecturing. He currently resides in Naples, fL.


LooK
insiDe!

“an essentiaL ReaD.”  
KeVin PRice, ceo us PonY cLuB

“DanieL’s entHusiasM  
is infectious.”  

LesLie tHReLKeLD, eDitoR eVentinG usa



“fRanKLY, ouR RiDinG iMPRoVeD afteR aBsoRBinG 
tHis BooK. We RoDe WitH GReateR MinDfuLness 

anD cLeaReR intent....a KeePeR.”  
HoRse JouRnaL
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Dressage with Mind, Body & soul
a 21st-Century approach to the Science and Spirituality  
of Riding and Horse-and-Rider Well-Being

LiNDa TELLiNgToN-JoNES WiTH REBECCa m. DiDiER 

in the pages of this very unique book, Linda Tellington-Jones combines her 
understanding of horses, her world famous TTouch bodywork, her proven 
groundwork techniques, and her innovative methods under saddle with 
exciting ideas specifically for the dressage rider and trainer. Her intriguing 
ways of looking at the Classical Training Scale, her tips for harnessing the 
power of intent, and the guiding principles in her Circle of Well-Being 
provide desperately needed keys to keeping dressage horses happy, 
healthy, and performing their best. includes more than 20 problem-
solving stories, featuring the world-class riders, trainers, and horses with 
whom Linda has worked. 

lINDA TEllINgTON-JONES is the internationally recognized equine 
expert who developed the Tellington method approach to healing, 
training, and communicating. Linda has worked with many top dressage 
riders, including Klaus Balkenhol; ingrid Klimke and her father, the late Dr. 
Reiner Klimke; Nicole Uphoff; Kyra Kyrklund; and Robert Dover to name just 
a few. Linda is the author of numerous books and DVD programs, including 

the bestselling The Ultimate Horse Behavior and Training Book, and she 
routinely travels worldwide teaching her methods (ttouch.com). 

REBECCA M. DIDIER is a book editor, writer, blogger, and graphic designer, 
as well as a lifelong horsewoman. She lives in the Boston area with her 
husband, son, and Redbone Coonhound.

296 pp • 8 ¼ x 10 ¼ 
 182 color photos  
43 color diagrams 
978 1 57076 426 4  

$34.95 pb  
Recently Published

“tHe BooK Was WonDeRfuL.”  
HoRse nation
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3-Minute Horsemanship
60 amazingly achievable Lessons to improve You  
and Your Horse When Time is Short

VaNESSa BEE 

a new book especially written for the time-starved 21st-century horse 
owner! Do you day after day make a promise to train yourself and your horse 
to be better at something, but when you get to the barn there just doesn’t 
seem to be enough time? Don’t worry, what really matters is the quality of 
the training you do manage to fit in. 

it really is possible to carry out good quality, progressive training with a 
horse in only three minutes a day. Educator and horse trainer Vanessa Bee’s 
“light bulb moment” was when she realized that if a training session had 
a realistic goal, every horse achieved the goal in under three minutes. This 
led her to create techniques appropriate for use in brief digestible lessons 
that ultimately produce significant gains in short sessions. This refreshing 
new method offers 35 ground exercises, 24 ridden exercises, and 25 “real 
world” exercises that will get you out and about with a safe, sane, well-
trained horse.

184 pp • 8 ¼ x 10 ¼  
130 color photos  

978 1 57076 620 6 
$27.95 pb 

December 2013 

Horse agility—the DVD 
a Step-by-Step introduction to the Sport

VaNESSa BEE

as a follow-up to The Horse Agility Handbook, Vanessa’s new DVD provides the same sport 
fundamentals, now with “real-time” action and visuals to help you further grasp the basic concepts 
and skills you and your horse need to get started and to master this exciting new sport. 

Based on the same concepts as the ever-popular dog agility competitions, horse agility offers 
horse lovers everywhere the opportunity to put all the groundwork they’re doing to good use 
in a fun, active, competitive environment. Beginning on a lead rope and progressing to working 
through, under, and over obstacles “free,” or at liberty, horse agility engages the horse in an 
activity that helps him think and problem-solve while enjoying his training time. The sport is 
appropriate for people of any age or size, and allows those who may not want to ride to spend 
time with other like-minded individuals in a fun, horse-oriented setting.

DVD • 95 minutes • 978 1 57076 634 3 
$29.95 • Recently Released

neW fRoM tHe founDeR of tHe inteRnationaL HoRse aGiLitY cLuB 
anD tHe autHoR of tHe BestseLLinG horse agility handbook

VANESSA BEE is the founder of the international Horse agility Club and the 
author of the bestselling book The Horse Agility Handbook: A Step-by-Step 
Introduction to the Sport. Vanessa has been around horses most of her life, 
working in racing stables throughout her teens, then driving competitively 
into her early twenties. With a degree in Education and a qualified teacher, 
Vanessa has used her skills to develop a series of courses that teach people of 
all abilities and experiences to achieve a positive relationship with their horses 
(thehorseagilityclub.com).

n
eW

 D

VD!



“i KnoW tHeRe aRe PLentY of otHeR 
PiLates PRoGRaMs out tHeRe, But i tHinK 

tHis one Has an eDGe.”  
DRessaGe toDaY
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nine Pilates essentials for the Balanced Rider
a magic Circle Workout

JaNiCE DULaK 

in this new DVD, popular Pilates instructor and dressage rider Janice Dulak breaks down 
the body into nine essential “parts” that riders often are not even aware they have, let alone 
actively engage and use. and yet, these nine essentials are the key to “speaking” to your 
horse with sophistication and eloquence. By using the body like a dancer would, and by 
incorporating the “magic Circle” exercise ring in a series of exercises, riders get a workout that 
targets and trains these specific and very important muscles and muscle groups in ways that 
will instantly apply to their riding.  

 

DVD • 57 minutes 
978 1 57076 582 7 

$29.95
Recently Released

JANICE DUlAk has trained in Pilates since 1989 and has been riding dressage 
since 1995. She is the author of the popular book and DVD Pilates for the 
Dressage Rider and teaches in clinics throughout the country. Dulak’s studio, 
The Dulak Pilates Center, is located in Champaign, illinois (dulakpilates.com).

n
eW

 D
VD!

Games for Kids on Horseback
13 ideas for fun & Safe Horseplay

gaBRiELE KÄRCHER 

from riding lessons to club events, the 13 games collected in this entertaining 
and safety-conscious book provide hours of enjoyment for young riders 
and their horses. it includes classic games that have been played in 4-H and 
United States Pony Clubs groups for decades: egg-and-spoon, sit-a-buck, 
breakaway, and musical chairs, among others. The games are ideal ways to 
build horsemanship and reinforce specific riding skills, such as starting and 
stopping, mounting and dismounting, balance, and steering—all while having 
fun with horses and friends.

32 pp • 8 ½ x 10 ½ 
54 color photos 
978 1 57076 652 7 
ages 6–10 
$15.95 hc 
february 2014

gABRIElE kÄRCHER is a freelance writer, a photographer, and a former 
editor of a german horse magazine for children. She was the first to 
import the american Curly Horse breed to germany and is a professional 
breeder in germany, as well as in the United States. She lives in Pryor, 
montana.
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Philosophy
CLiNToN aNDERSoN 

By breaking down the most important elements of Clinton 
anderson’s Downunder Horsemanship® method of horse 
training, this book provides fundamental concepts integral 
to the development of every horseman. Dynamic color 
photographs and fuller explanations of this proven philosophy 
guide riders through such topics as understanding the prey-
predator relationship between horses and humans; making the 
right thing easy and the wrong thing difficult; using consistency 
in training; and determining horse personality to make an 
appropriate selection for your needs and abilities. Riders of all 
disciplines and levels—from a weekend trail rider who wants 
a horse that will go safely down the trail to a competitive rider 
with aspirations to reach the top—will find inspiration for 
accomplishing their equestrian goals within this guide.

152 pp • 11 x 8 ½ 
200 color photos 

978 1 57076 623 7 
$29.95 hc 

Recently Published

ClINTON ANDERSON is a clinician, horse trainer, and competitor. He’s 
dedicated his life to helping others achieve their horsemanship goals, with 
his Downunder Horsemanship® method. Clinton instructs horsemanship 
clinics, presents Walkabout Tours throughout america, produces a television 
show, and hosts an internet TV website. His previous books are Clinton 
Anderson’s Downunder Horsemanship and Clinton Anderson’s lessons 
Well learned (downunderhorsemanship.com). 
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272 pp • 7 x 8 ½ • 978 1 57076 520 9  
$22.95 pb • Recently Published

Know You, Know Your Horse
an intimate Look at Human and Horse Personalities—
identifying “Types” and matchmaking to Ensure 
Long-Term Relationships

EUNiCE RUSH & maRRY moRRoW

Human personality types have long been identified and used as a method of 
forecasting whether or not an individual is cut out for a certain job or role. in 
the complicated and oftentimes expensive world of finding the right horse 
for you and your horsemanship goals, wouldn’t it be wonderful to be able to 
identify a prospective horse’s personality traits, as well as pinpointing your own, 
in order to more easily determine which horse is your best match and how best 
to ride and train him? know you, know your Horse offers a bounty of self-tests, 
quizzes, and charts to enable each reader to more accurately identify a horse’s 
personality, as well as her or his own, helping to ensure healthy, happy, long-
term horse-and-rider relationships.

EUNICE RUSH has an undergraduate degree in business and math and 
a master’s degree in information technology. She spent the past 25 years 
in management, sales, and adult education, where she discovered one 
of the things she enjoyed most was the opportunity to teach others 
how to be good salespeople by reading personalities and aligning their 
personalities appropriately with their client. She is now applying her 
ideas to better align horses with human partners.

MARRy MORROW began riding at age seven. Since then she’s been an 
avid trail rider, as well as showing in both English and Western disciplines, 
including saddle seat, jumping, and dressage. morrow spends much of 
her time working with equine rescue groups to train abused horses for 
new homes; starting green horses for clientele; and conducting private 
training sessions for horses and their owners. 

Good Horse, Bad Habits
Practical Solutions to Problem Behavior in the Barn,  
under Saddle, and out in the World

HEaTHER SmiTH THomaS 

a go-to manual for any horse owner, this book addresses a range of equine 
behavioral problems, from the mild—refusing to stand still or tail rubbing, for 
example—to the severe, such as rearing under saddle or attacking other horses. 
With topics broken into four main categories—bad habits in the stable, correcting 
ground manners, problems under saddle, and the reluctant traveler—noted 
rancher and horse book author Heather Smith Thomas dissects each topic by 
addressing the source of the problem, providing solutions to the behavioral issue, 
and discussing what to do if the fix doesn’t stick. 

272 pp • 7 x 8 ½ 
978 1 57076 621 3 
$24.95 pb 
January 2014

HEATHER SMITH THOMAS is the author of 20 books and thousands of articles 
on animal health care. She and her husband Lynn Thomas have been raising beef 
cattle and horses on their ranch in central idaho since 1967. 

“innoVatiVe.”  
Lone staR HoRse RePoRt
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Dressage Movements Revealed
Biomechanical Concepts and Bodywork—Using the masterson method

Jim maSTERSoN WiTH SUSaN HaRRiS, BETSY STEiNER & CoRaLiE HUgHES 

The creator of the masterson method brings you a new instructional DVD that addresses the 
unique expectations and demands put on the horse’s physiology as he moves up through the 
different levels and movements of dressage. Here you discover what goes on with the horse’s 
body during dressage training, enabling riders and trainers to recognize when a horse may be 
developing physiological issues. Specific masterson method bodywork techniques are shared 
to help riders meet the unique demands on the dressage horse.

a horse painted with skeleton and muscles by renowned author and artist Susan Harris 
(creator of the first “painted horse” Anatomy in Motion DVDs released in 2005), performs 
upper level dressage movements that exhibit extension, collection, bending, and lateral 
movement. Dressage rider and trainer Betsy Steiner helps demonstrate how it feels when 
muscle tension or lost range of motion make it difficult for an otherwise trained horse to 
perform the movements required of upper level dressage performers.            

 2 DVDs • 160 minutes 
978 1 57076 677 0 
$45.00
october 2013

JIM MASTERSON, the official Equine massage Therapist for the 2006 and 2008 and 2010 USET Endurance Teams, 
and for equine clientele competing in fEi World Cup, Pan american and World games competitions, developed 
a system in which the horse participates in the bodywork process by showing the practitioner where tension has 
accumulated, precisely how much pressure is needed to release it, and when it has been released. The result is 
an effective method of bodywork that anyone can learn to use, to improve performance while at the same time 
opening new levels of communication and trust with the horse. Jim is the author of the bestselling book Beyond 
Horse Massage and the DVD of the same name. He teaches masterson method™ seminars and advanced courses 
to horse owners, trainers and therapists worldwide (mastersonmethod.com).

n
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Philippe Karl & High noon
a french Riding master & His Hanoverian

PHiLiPPE KaRL & PfERDia TV 

Be inspired by the riding philosophy of “légèreté“. get close up to the action in Part 1 
of this highly instructive documentary film where the young Hanoverian gelding “High 
Noon” goes through his first two years of basic training with the renowned french riding 
master. Philippe Karl trains him on the longe line, in hand and in the saddle with respect, 
esteem and expertise. Enjoy their work together, from young horse to the first piaffe 
strides, based on trust.         

 

DVD • 80 minutes 
978 3 95499 009 2 

$49.95
october 2013

PHIlIPPE kARl is a former écuyer with the famous Cadre Noir in Saumur, 
france, and was inspired by the teachings of the old masters such as La 
guérinière, Baucher, Beudant, and l’Hotte. at the core of his philosophy is 
absolute respect for the horse. He founded the “School of Légèreté,” which 
teaches a logical and practical way to systematically train horses without 
the use of force and artificial aids (philippe-karl.com). 
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Ridden
Dressage from the Horse’s Point of View

ULRiKE THiEL

What does the horse feel when a rider is crooked in the saddle? What is it like to go 
faster or slower, to round curves and travel straight, with an unbalanced load to carry? 
What goes through the horse’s mind when he is over-flexed and over-aided...when he 
is forced into biomechanically unsound positions? What happens when a prey animal 
(the horse) must learn to defeat his own preservation instinct and perform on cue with 
a predator (humankind) clinging to his back?

in this important book, Dr. Ulrike Thiel examines these important questions, and others. 
With the use of exercises and astute comparisons, Thiel gives readers an eye-opening 
tour of the realm of the ridden dressage horse, ensuring we all work to make the job 
of “being ridden” part of a mutual pursuit—a dance involving two engaged and caring 
partners, a friendship binding mind and body. 

240 pp • 6 ½ x 9 ½ 
338 color photos & diagrams
978 1 57076 558 2
$29.95 hc
Recently Published

DR. UlRIkE THIEl is a clinical psychologist, psychotherapist, sport-psychologist, 
dressage rider, riding instructor, therapeutic riding instructor, judge, and Xenophon 
Society classical riding trainer. She operates HippoCampus institute for Equitherapy and 
Equine Sport Psychology in The Netherlands (equitherapie.org).

the alchemy of Lightness
What Happens between Horse and Rider on a molecular 
Level and How it Helps achieve the Ultimate Connection

DomiNiqUE BaRBiER & DR. maRia KaTSamaNiS

Enlightening the reader on how to truly become one with your horse, this 
work opens the world of “molecular equitation,” or the “scientific study of 
the interplay of mechanisms put in motion when man and horse meet, 
communicate, and ultimately become one.” authors Dominique Barbier and Dr. 
maria Katsamanis explain how the science in the art of equitation can ultimately 
lead to togetherness, and encourages the rider to let the horse be the teacher 
at times. The book also explains that you as the rider have to change your 
consciousness in order to change your riding. This work is a beautiful example 
of how you must respect, trust, and be one with your horse, in order to obtain 
that ever-elusive, total lightness with your horse.

144 pp • 8 ¼ x 10 ¼
30 color photos & 15 illustrations

978 1 57076 619 0
$27.95 hc

october 2013

DOMINIqUE BARBIER is a certified British Horse Society assistant instructor and has 
trained at a number of highly regarded training facilities throughout Europe, including an 
internship with mestre Nuno oliveira. He is the author of Dressage for the New Age and has 
been teaching his art of dressage training philosophy across the world for the last 40 years. 
He lives in Healdsburg, California (dominiquebarbier.net).

DR. MARIA kATSAMANIS is a horse trainer and clinician with a doctorate in clinical 
psychology. Her equine background is broad and includes working as an exercise rider.  
She maintains an academic appointment at Rutgers medical School and her equine base 
in New Jersey. maria is part of a select few trainers outside of india that have worked with 
the rare and exotic marwari horses (mariakatsamanis.com). 
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crown Prince 
crown Prince challenged 
LiNDa SNoW mCLooN

Sarah Wagner has always dreamed of having a horse of her own. When 
she manages to keep a runaway school horse from hurting himself 
and others, Sarah captures the attention of the owners of Brookmeade 
farm. Suddenly, she finds her dream finally coming true with the gift 
of the racetrack rogue, Crown Prince, but keeping the beautiful and 
talented troublemaker proves to be a challenge. Sarah must convince 
her parents her new horse is safe to ride, and at the same time find a 
way to keep Crown Prince’s former owner from taking him back. 

The second book in the exciting Brookmeade Young Riders Series 
continues the adventures of Sarah Wagner and Crown Prince. Sarah 
dreams that she and her horse will someday reach the highest levels 
of equestrian competition. Her trainer, Jack o’Brien, helps Sarah teach 
Crown Prince the skills he’ll need for them to compete alongside 
the best riders at Brookmeade farm. Sarah and Crown Prince are 
considered rising stars, earning a coveted spot on the Brookmeade 
farm team that will ride for the Wexford Hall Cup and inspiring envy 
and hostility in others. Can Sarah and the horse she loves escape a 
deadly plot of revenge?

Riding Barranca
finding freedom and forgiveness on the midlife Trail

LaURa CHESTER

in this remarkable one-year journal, skilled horsewoman and adventurer Laura Chester 
brings us into her world, where we deeply connect with the earth and its seasons, with 
beauty and sometimes danger. While riding in places as far-reaching as mexico, australia, 
and india, Chester is always grateful to come home to the comforts of her familiar horse. 
as they cover the borderland of arizona and the hills of massachusetts, we get to know 
Barranca as intimate companion, mediator between soul and nature, whether entering 
the wilds of Cochise Stronghold or picking Berkshire apples from the saddle.

Carried along on waves of memory, released by the gaits of her smooth-moving fox 
trotter, this literary memoir takes us on a personal exploration as well—where family 
relationships are fractured by anger, jealousy, illness, and death. With the help of her 
big-hearted animal, Chester is able to retrieve the past and find forgiveness. for as she 
says—“Riding Barranca puts me in the moment, which is where i want to live.” 

256 pp • 6 x 9  
104 black & white photos 
978 1 57076 578 0 
$16.95 pb  
Recently Published

lAURA CHESTER has published many volumes of poetry, prose and non-fiction. most 
recently, a book of short stories, Rancho Weirdo, and the anthologies Eros & Equus: A 
Passion for the Horse, and Heartbeat for Horses. Having grown up in milwaukee and 
oconomowoc, Wisconsin, Chester now lives in Patagonia, arizona, and the Berkshires 
of massachusetts (laurachester.com).

lINDA SNOW MClOON has competed in horse shows, dressage competitions, 
and horse trials throughout her life. She has taught young riders as a U.S. Pony 
Club affiliate coordinator of instruction, and has bred and raced Thoroughbred 
racehorses. She lives in Portland, maine (lindasnowmcloon.com).

“a WoRK of aRt.”   
tHoMas MooRe, autHoR of care of the soul

“soLiD ReaDs foR cHiLDRen WHo 
enJoY GooD stoRies.”  

scHooL LiBRaRY JouRnaL

384 pp • 5 ½ x 8 
978 1 57076 545 2 

$9.95 pb

296 pp • 5 ½ x 8 
978 1 57076 546 9 

$9.95 pb

a seLection of tHe cHiLDRen’s  
BooK-of-tHe-MontH cLuB®
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the Joy of Dressage
UTa gRÄf & fRiEDERiKE HEiDENHof

international dressage trainer and competitor Uta gräf attributes 
many training problems to the fact that “horses are not allowed 
to be horses!” Uta’s own horses live in the most natural living 
conditions possible—even her international-level dressage horses 
are turned out in large groups. Her motto is, “Scrape off the mud 
and ride grand Prix!” This new series of DVDs features Uta sharing 
her secrets and advice to success in the show ring, and natural 
horse care at home.

UTA gRÄF has made a name for herself on the international scene 
through her fine classical riding style. She has been a member of the 
german B-Kader dressage team since 2011 and was on the long list for 
the London 2012 olympics. She’s an unusual combination of ambitious 
dressage rider and natural horse care advocate, which makes her a 
trailblazer for changing attitudes toward training horses to become 
happy and successful athletes. 

FRIEDERIkE HEIDENHOF has been training with Uta gräf since 2002. 

PaRt 1: MotiVatinG tHe HoRse
The joy of riding for many people is in being around horses and 
meeting personal goals. Uta shares insight on how to motivate 
horses to participate happily in the partnership.  

DVD • 80 minutes • 978 3 95499 003 0 • $49.95 • Recently Released

PaRt 2: tRaininG tHe RiDeR
motivation and enthusiasm are important prerequisites to creating 
a partnership that is pleasurable for the horse. Uta offers essential 
guidance for riders on becoming a good riding partner.

DVD • 80 minutes • 978 3 95499 004 7 • $49.95 • Recently Released

PaRt 3: coMPetitiVe success
Uta gives insight into her methods for preparing and beginning to 
compete, built on training that respects the horse and allows him 
as natural and happy a life as possible.

DVD • 60 minutes • 978 3 95499 005 4 • $49.95 • Recently Released

the Balanced Horse
The aids by feel, Not force 
SYLVia LoCH

By confirming what equestrians should be doing and what they should avoid 
when it comes to each and every request they give their horse, this instructional 
guide helps riders develop a perfect understanding in their riding relationships.
in focusing on the psychological and physiological effects on the horse, riders 
will gain an understanding of the horse’s language, allowing the horse—and the 
rider—greater ability, confidence, and enjoyment in working together. 

intended for those seeking the elusive art of riding versus competition, this valuable 
resource will help equestrians develop better relationships with their horses.

224 pp • 7 ½ x 9 ½ • 75 color photos 
978 1 57076 622 0 • $39.95 hc

Recently Published

SylVIA lOCH discovered both classical “high school” riding and the Lusitano horse while 
living in Portugal. With her late husband, she ran a dressage academy both in Portugal 
and in the UK, and is still teaching today. in 1984, she founded the Lusitano Breed Society 
of great Britain. Sylvia is the author of several books, including The Classical Rider; 
Dressage in lightness; and Dressage: The Art of Classical Riding. She is considered 
a world authority on classical riding and founded the Classical Riding Club in 1995 
(classicalriding.co.uk).

neW
 D
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What Horses Reveal
from first meeting to friend for Life

KLaUS fERDiNaND HEmPfLiNg

Klaus ferdinand Hempfling explains the intricate body language of the horse 
and how humans can best interpret that language to determine a horse’s 
nature and behavior. Through hundreds of progressive photographs, Klaus 
demonstrates the reading of equine expression and the corresponding human 
translation that promotes trust and gentle friendship. His methods can help 
equestrians approach relationships with their horses, be they new or old, in a 
way that promotes mutual understanding through physical expression, positive 
energy, and genuine emotion. By learning what to look for, you begin to know 
how to respond, and the process of training a horse becomes a journey rather 
than a struggle.

206 pp • 7 ½ x 10 ½ 
438 color photos 

978 1 57076 660 2 
$29.95 pb 

Recently ReissuedDancing with Horses
The art of Body Language
influence without punishment, collection without rein pressure—these 
apparent contradictions are explained as renowned horseman Klaus ferdinand 
Hempfling shows his fascinating method of communication and teaching. 
in a world that knows only goals, where only winners are important, Klaus 
directs our attention to the journey itself, a journey which can be marked by 
constant excitement and experience if we learn to appreciate it fully, moment 
by moment. The natural laws governing horses living in the wild are integrated 
into a progressive program using precisely defined body language that works 
for all types and breeds of horses. 

204 pp • 7 ½ x 10 ½ 
405 color photos 
978 1 57076 617 6 
$29.95 pb • Recently Reissued

klAUS FERDINAND HEMPFlINg is a 
charismatic author whose methods of 
communicating with horses have been 
embraced by horse lovers around the world. 
He operates a training center on the beautiful 
Danish island of Lyo, offering courses, coaching 
and seminars (Hempfling.com).

inteRnationaL BestseLLeRs fRoM
KLaus feRDinanD HeMPfLinG 

noW in PaPeRBacK!

aLso aVaiLaBLe
Dancing with Horses: The art of Body Language (DVD): see p. 36

Coming Together: Use Body Language to Establish Leadership, friendship and Trust (DVD): see p. 36

D
VD

s
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How to speak Horse
a Horse-Crazy Kid’s guide to Reading Body Language  
and “Talking Back” 

maRKUS & aNDREa ESCHBaCH

Horse trainers andrea and markus Eschbach have created easy lessons in “horse 
speak” for horse-crazy kids. Their book, chock full of beautiful color photographs, 
explains the basics of horse body language and how to “talk back” in a way horses 
understand, using body movement, expression, and physical distance. With a 
focus on groundwork that is safe and fun for children, this lovely book offers a 
one-of-a-kind introduction to the keys to natural horsemanship and how good 
communication can keep you safe in everything you do with your horse.

32 pp • 8 ½ x 10 
104 color photos 

978 1 57076 532 2 
ages 6–10 
$15.95 hc

Recently Published

Horse Housing
How to Plan, Build and Remodel Barns and Sheds

CHERRY HiLL aND RiCHaRD KLimESH 

Whether building a new barn or improving an existing one, Horse Housing is 
the perfect guide. from finding the best building site to choosing stall latches, 
this book is brimming with how–to tips. it explains in detail which materials are 
good to use around horses, and how good lighting, flooring, and ventilation 
make a big difference to both horses and people. and it goes beyond theory—
offering information, like how to estimate concrete and shingle a new roof 
or replace an old one. The book contains 16 plans, an extensive directory for 
locating services needed for barn construction, and a glossary of more than 
300 terms to help demystify the building process.

216 pp • 8 ½ x 11 
150 color photos 
17 plans, line drawings 
978 1 57076 650 3 
$27.95 pb 
November 2013

RICHARD klIMESH studied architectural design at iowa State University, 
was an accomplished carpenter and cabinetmaker for ten years, and has 
been a Certified Journeyman farrier and artist/blacksmith since 1977. in 
addition, he has built and remodeled horse facilities through the United 
States and in Canada. 

CHERRy HIll is an internationally known instructor and horse 
trainer, as well as the respected author of numerous bestselling books 
(Horsekeeping.com).

MARkUS and ANDREA ESCHBACH are known for their 
horsemanship clinics all over Europe and specialize in teaching 
riders, whether beginner or experienced, how to work with their 
horse using minimal aids and equipment in order to preserve the 
well-being of the horse. They are the authors of Riding Free: Bitless, 
Bridleless, Bareback (eschbach-horsemanship.com).

natuRaL HoRseMansHiP
foR KiDs!

noW in
PaPeRBacK!
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suffering in silence
Exploring the Painful Truth: The Saddle-fit Link 
to Physical and Psychological Trauma in Horses

JoCHEN SCHLEESE

Certified master Saddler and master Saddle fitter Jochen Schleese explores the true 
purpose of the saddle as part of a symbiotic relationship between horse and rider. With 
chapters that explain the anatomy of the rider—both female and male, as well as that of 
children—and how the saddle should accommodate them, as well as sections devoted 
to the horse’s biomechanics and the interaction of his structure and motion with the 
rider’s, Jochen delves into issues that apply to all equestrian disciplines. With an eye 
toward improving saddle fit and horse well-being the world over, Jochen is careful to 
explain the ways of determining whether your saddle fits, how to find a knowledgeable 
saddle fitter, and finally, how to ensure your horse remains comfortable in the tack he 
must wear.

Balancing act
The Horse in Sport—an irreconcilable Conflict?

DR. gERD HEUSCHmaNN

Dr. gerd Heuschmann burst onto the international equestrian scene with his 
startling expose Tug of War, in which he demonstrated with words and photographs 
the disturbing effects of the (then) popular “Rollkur” or “hyperflexion” technique in 
training dressage horses. in his long-awaited follow-up book, Dr. Heuschmann 
explores what it means to be a “responsible rider,” and asks whether, in today’s 
society, it is indeed possible for riders in any horse sport to put the good of the horse 
first and foremost—most pointedly above ambition and fame.

With fabulous illustrations to help show the anatomy of the horse and how it 
is impacted by various riding techniques, as well as further proof that many 
sport horses still perform in pain and discomfort, this book is sure to follow in its 
bestselling predecessor’s footsteps. 

256 pp • 8 x 10 
150 color photos & drawings 

978 1 57076 529 2 
$34.95 hc 

Recently Published

in 1984, JOCHEN SCHlEESE was certified as the youngest master Saddler ever in 
Europe, and in 1986, he was asked to be the official Saddler for the World Dressage 
Championship. Jochen is widely respected in equestrian circles for his knowledge 
and expertise as a Certified master Saddler (CmS). Jochen is a regular guest speaker 
at major equestrian trade fairs and events, as well as at various veterinary colleges 
across the US and Canada (schleese.com).

208 pp • 6 ¾ x 9 ½ 
265 photos, 41 illustrations 
978 1 57076 653 4 
$29.95 hc 
November 2013

DR. gERD HEUSCHMANN trained as a Bereiter (master rider) in germany 
before qualifying for veterinary study at munich University. There he specialized 
in equine orthopedics for two years before accepting a post as the head of 
the breeding department at the german fN, which he eventually left to start 
his own practice in Warendorf. His book Tug of War and DVD If Horses Could 
Speak are international bestsellers (gerdheuschmann.com).

“BRiLLiant DiaGRaMs anD cRoss-sections 
aRe intRicate anD infoRMatiVe.”  

HoRse & HounD



noW in
PaPeRBacK!
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the Problem Horse Repair Manual
a Toolbox for Today’s Rider: foolproof Ways to overcome 
Bad Habits and Poor Behavior Under Saddle

DoUg PaYNE

Contending that nearly all horse behavior problems result from incorrect or 
inconsistent training, this book highlights the true potential behind the world’s 
promising equine model citizens and riding partners. 

Trainer and top event competitor Doug Payne emphasizes systematic 
reconditioning of the horse while encouraging patience and proper skills in 
riders, providing a comprehensive plan for “repairing” the “problem horse.” 
He addresses issues such as bucking, bolting, rearing, spooking, lack of 
confidence, jumping problems, and more. This book is the definitive solution 
to implementing consistent training methods, allowing riders to take full 
advantage of their horses’ unrealized abilities. Suggestions for starting young 
horses, detailed case studies, and strategies for future success are also included.

192 pp • 8 ¼  x 10 ¼ 
150 color photos 
978 1 57076 517 9 
$29.95 hc 
february 2014

DOUg PAyNE started his business DPEquestrian in 2005 and has 
grown it from a small traveling training and teaching business into 
a thriving training and competing operation. Doug is an active and 
avid competitor and in 2011 he was named to the US Equestrian 
Team High Performance List. He’s based in Pottersville, New Jersey, 
and aiken, South Carolina (dpequestrian.com). 

straightening the crooked Horse
Correct imbalance, Relieve Strain, and Encourage free movement 
with an innovative System of Straightness Training

gaBRiELE RaCHEN-SCHÖNEiCH & KLaUS SCHÖNEiCH

is your horse slow to go forward, or does he pin his ears and swish his tail when you ask 
for more animation in his gaits? is he heavier on one rein than the other? Does he have 
difficulty picking up a lead, or lean in around turns? Worse: is he prone to panic attacks 
without known provocation? Does he repeatedly stumble or fall for seemingly no reason? 
or has he been declared “unrideable” due to diagnosis of a spinal disorder?

all these problems are symptoms of physical discomfort caused by the horse’s natural, 
inborn “crookedness.” Left uncorrected, this crookedness inhibits free movement and has 
many serious consequences—both physical and mental. The unique system of straightness 
training taught in this book addresses the innate problem of crookedness. Readers learn 
how using “straightening” groundwork leads to a horse that once straightened will 
perform smoothly and easily under saddle without ever sacrificing correct locomotion.

160 pp • 6 ¾ x 9 ¾ 
50 color photos 

978 1 57076 649 7 
$24.95 pb 

october 2013

gABRIElE RACHEN-SCHöNEICH is a social educator and specializes in 
therapeutic riding.

klAUS SCHöNEICH is a rider and trainer. Together they run Zentrum für 
anatomisch richtiges Reiten (ARR®--the Center for anatomically Correct 
Horsemanship) in Bedburg-Hau, germany, where they specialize in working 
with horses, riders, veterinarians, and farriers to cure crookedness and solve 
locomotive problems (arr.de).
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sport Horse conformation
Evaluating athletic Potential in 
Dressage, Jumping and Event Prospects

CHRiSTiaN SCHaCHT

The way a horse is physically built—his conformation—tells a lot about the riding sport or 
discipline for which he is best suited. With a well-trained eye, you can see his strengths and 
his weaknesses, and determine how to train him: on which areas to focus, the techniques 
best chosen to improve his skills, and methods that should be used (or avoided) in order 
to maintain the horse’s health and soundness. in this highly illustrated book, veterinarian, 
judge, and sport horse breeding authority Christian Schacht provides methods for 
evaluating dressage, jumping, and eventing prospects based on recognizing proportions 
and lines. 

144 pp • 6 ½ x 9 ½ 
171 color photos & color artwork 
978 1 57076 530 8 
$27.95 hc 
Recently Published

CHRISTIAN SCHACHT is a veterinarian; german riding, breeding, and 
management “master”; licensed dressage, eventing, and international 
show jumping judge; and Breeding Director of the international 
Sporthorse Registry (iSR) oldenburg North america.

Dressage for the not-so-Perfect Horse
Riding Through the Levels on the Peculiar, opinionated, 
Complicated mounts We all Love

JaNET foY WiTH NaNCY J. JoNES

international dressage judge Janet foy has ridden many different horses 
in the course of her career—different sizes, shapes, and breeds—to the 
highest levels of dressage competition. Now she has compiled her best tips 
for training and showing the horse you have (or the horse you love, despite 
his “faults”) through the levels. With lists of the common “imperfections and 
evasions” experienced when riding movements—from simple transitions and 
leg-yield to zig-zags, tempi changes, and piaffe—followed by training tips 
and creative ways to “perfect” the “imperfections,” riders are bound to discover 
countless ways to apply foy’s advice in their dressage pursuits.

240 pp • 8 ¼ x 10 ¼ 
50 color photos 

978 1 57076 509 4 
$32.95 hc 

Recently Published

JANET FOy is an fEi “i” judge, USEf “S” Dressage Judge and an USEf Sporthorse “R” 
Breeding Judge. She is a former member of the USDf Executive Board and the USa 
Equestrian Board of Directors, and a current member of the federation Dressage 
Committee, the international High Performance Dressage Committee, and the USDf 
“L” faculty.

NANCy J. JONES is a published novelist, who teaches college courses in English 
literature, writing, journalism and women’s studies. Jones is a dressage rider with fEi-
level riding experience and national level competition success.

“an inocuLation aGainst tRaininG DesPaiR.”  
DRessaGe toDaY

“cLeaRLY anD conciseLY teacHes  
You HoW to iDentifY a HoRse’s  

stRenGtHs anD WeaKnesses.”  
PRacticaL HoRseMan
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3-Minute Horsemanship
60 Amazingly Achievable Lessons to Improve 
You and Your Horse When Time Is Short
VaNESSa BEE 

This training manual has been 
especially written for the time-
starved 21st century horse owner. 
Do you day after day make a 
promise to train yourself and your 
horse to be better at something, 
but when you get to the barn 
there just doesn’t seem to be 
enough time! Don’t worry, what 
really matters is the quality of the 
training. It really is possible to 

carry out good quality progressive training with a horse in only three 
minutes a day. This refreshing new method offers 35 ground 
exercises, 24 ridden exercises and 25 “real world” exercises that will 
get you out and about with a safe, sane, well-trained horse.
184 pp • 8 ¼ x 10 ¼ • 130 color photos 
978 1 57076 620 6 • $27.95 pb (see New Books & DVDs, p. 7)

Better than Bombproof
New Ways to Make Your Horse a Solid Citi-
zen and Keep You Safe On the Ground, In the 
Arena, and On the Trail
RiCK PELiCaNo with ELiza mCgRaW

In his bestselling first book 
Bombproof Your Horse, Sergeant 
Rick Pelicano of the Maryland 
National Park Police shared the 
one-of-a-kind, step-by-step 
exercises he uses to prepare police 
horses and riders for duty. Now he’s 
back and taking “bombproofing” to 
a whole new level.
“The book covers everything from 

trailer loading to drill-team exercises. Rick also addresses 
bombproofing for children, giving instructors and parents alike useful 
methods for keeping kids safe on horseback....Riders who want to 
transform their spooky mounts into bombproof horses can look to 
this book for all the tools needed for safe and effective training.”  
—Practical Horseman

192 pp • 8 ¼  x 10 ¼ • 214 color photos, 88 drawings   
978 1 57076 436 3 • $29.95 pb

Beyond the Track
Retraining the Thoroughbred  
from Racehorse to Riding Horse
aNNa moRgaN foRD with amBER HEiNTzBERgER

“In this book, [Anna Morgan Ford] 
imparts wisdom and experience on 
finding and re-educating ex-racehorses 
for a new career in showing or 
pleasuring riding….A must have for 
anyone thinking about adopting a 
Thoroughbred off the track.”  
—Horse Illustrated

“I consider this book the ultimate in 
training manuals for anyone thinking about adopting an ex-racehorse. 
Anna Ford is uniquely qualified to be the author of this book, which 
reads easily and covers every important detail of transitioning a horse 
from the racetrack to his next career.”—liz Harris, Executive 
Director, Thoroughbred Charities of America

264 pp • 218 color photos • 8 ¼ x 10 ¼  
978 1 57076 402 8 • $34.95 pb

T R A I N I N g Bombproof your Horse
Teach Your Horse to be Confident, Obedient, 
and Safe, No Matter What You Encounter
RiCK PELiCaNo with LaUREN TJaDEN

The original book on “bomb-
proofing”—now a bestseller! 
Sergeant Rick Pelicano of the 
Maryland National Capitol Park Police 
shows you how to accustom your 
horse to a variety of circumstances, 
noises, and objects, turning him into  
a more pleasurable, submissive, 
confident, and ultimately safer mount.
“…a thorough how-to guide 

for training any horse to safely handle difficult situations. 
Even the most inexperienced horse can be coached to be 
confident when encountering unknown obstacles…sprinkled 
with humor, personal anecdotes and great, fun ideas…” 
—The Equiery

“…[you and your horse] will both gain confidence and skills  
that will help you through the unexpected.”—Horse & Rider

182 pp • 8 ¼ x 10 ¼ • 143 color photos, 27 line drawings 
978 1 57076 260 4 • $29.95 pb  

Build a Better Athlete!
16 Gymnastic Exercises for Your Horse
LESLiE WEBB with  
THE EDiToRS of PRaCTiCaL HoRSEmaN 

From the popular series originally 
published in Practical Horseman, Grand 
Prix dressage rider and trainer Leslie 
Webb teaches riders her progressive 
program of simple gymnastic exercises 
that are easy to understand and 
remember. Horses learn to “tune in” to 
their riders’ seats, improving their 
rhythm, balance, strength, straightness, 

and flexibility, while riders develop systematic warm-up and 
schooling routines to use every time they ride or compete.

112 pp • 8 ½  x 11 • 100 color photos 
978 1 929164 34 9 • $19.95 pb

Clinton Anderson’s  
Downunder Horsemanship®
Establishing Respect and Control
for English and Western Riders
CLiNToN aNDERSoN with ami HENDRiCKSoN

Clinton Anderson’s training 
techniques can achieve amazing 
results with almost any horse. 
Now you, too, can learn the 
program that teaches “everyday 
people”—regardless of riding 
style, age, or ability—how  
to better communicate with 
their mounts.
“…a ‘reality show’ of sorts for 

equestrians…a handy manual that can be studied and referred to 
anytime, anywhere.” —Horse Illustrated

“Anderson’s instructions follow a set, easy-to-follow format that will 
make applying his ideas a snap.” —Northwest Horse Source

176 pp • 8 x 11 • 168 color photos 
978 1 57076 284 0 • $29.95 hc

Connect with your Horse 
from the ground Up
Transform the Way You See, Feel, and Ride 
with a Whole New Kind of Groundwork
PEggY CUmmiNgS  with BoBBiE LiEBERmaN

“[Peggy Cummings] describes the 
essentials of her specialized 
groundwork, along with two dozen 
highly illustrated exercises to help 
horses and their handlers find a 
reciprocal ‘connection’ on the ground 
so it is easier in the saddle. These 
exercises…drastically change the way 
you can see and ‘feel’ your horse, and 

radically improve how your horse moves, responds and goes about  
his work.”  —lone Star Horse Report

160 pp • 8 ½ x 11 • 225 color photos, 25 line drawings 
978 1 57076 422 6 • $29.95 pb

Dancing with Horses
The Art of Body Language
KLaUS fERDiNaND HEmPfLiNg

Influence without punishment, 
collection without rein pressure—
these apparent contradictions are 
explained as renowned horseman Klaus 
Ferdinand Hempfling shows his 
fascinating method of communication 
and teaching. In a world that knows 
only goals, where only winners are 
important, our attention is directed to 
the journey itself, a journey which can 

be marked by constant excitement and experience if we learn to 
appreciate it fully, moment by moment. The natural laws governing 
horses living in the wild are integrated into a progressive program 
using precisely defined body language that works for all types and 
breeds of horses. The physical and mental health of the horse 
remains of the utmost importance through all phases of the work. 
All those interested in developing truly harmonious relationships 
with horses should consider the remarkable work and teachings of 
Klaus Ferdinand Hempfling.

204 pp • 7 ½ x 10 ½ • 405 color photos 
978 1 57076 617 6 • $29.95 pb (see New Books & DVDs, p. 15)

The gaited Horse Bible
Buying, Training, and Riding  
Naturally Gaited Horses—Humane  
Techniques for Conscientious Horsemen
BRENDa imUS

“Chapters in this comprehensive 
book discuss the gait spectrum 
(diagonal, lateral and intermediate), 
the naturally gaited breeds,  
tips on selection, conformation 
considerations, bits and saddle fit, 
basic training, advanced schooling, 
solving common problems and 
optimal hoof care.” 
—lone Star Horse Report

“…a one-stop shopping source for learning all the basics of owning 
and riding a gaited horse...beginner riders or those looking to 
purchase a gaited horse would benefit from all the straightforward 
information.”  —The Horsemen’s yankee Pedlar

256 pp • 8 ¼  x 10 ¼ • 125 color photos  
978 1 57076 417 2 • $29.95 pb
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gallop to Freedom
Training Horses with  
Our Six Golden Principles
fRÉDÉRiC PigNoN & magaLi DELgaDo   
with DaViD WaLSER

“Accompanied by stunning 
photographs of subjects and settings 
too beautiful to bear any 
resemblance to life as most of us 
know it, [Gallop to Freedom] 
presents the journey to fame of stunt 
rider, liberty and groundwork 
specialist, Frederic Pignon and his 
wife and Grand Prix level dressage 
trainer, Magali Delgado. Readers will 

surely be impressed...” —Horse Country

“The stuff of a horse crazy kid’s (or not-so-young kid’s) fantasy.”  
—USDF Connection

“A touching, mind-opening perspective on horses and life [that] 
invites readers to share the events, experiences and horses that shaped 
Magali and Frederic’s training philosophy and the principles they 
embrace…a delight for the eyes and mind.”  
—Dressage letters

“There is very valuable information here regarding ‘reading’ your horse 
and developing a relationship with him based on trust and respect…
The more you read this book and reflect on the principles it puts forth, 
the more valuable you will find it.” —California Riding

192 pp • 8 ¼ x 10 ¼ • 187 color photos 
978 1 57076 420 2 • $29.95 hc

good Horse, Bad Habits
Practical Solutions to Problem Behavior in the 
Barn, Under Saddle and Out in the World
HEaTHER SmiTH THomaS 

A go-to manual for any horse 
owner, this book addresses a range 
of equine behavioral problems, 
from the mild to the severe. With 
topics broken into four main 
categories—bad habits in the 
stable, correcting ground manners, 
problems under saddle, and the 
reluctant traveler—noted rancher 
Heather Smith Thomas addresses 

the source of each problem, providing solutions to the behavioral 
issue, and discussing what to do if the fix doesn’t stick. 

272 pp • 7 x 8 ½978 1 57076 621 3 
$24.95 pb (see New Books & DVDs, p. 10)

The Horse Agility Handbook
A Step-by-Step Introduction to the Sport
VaNESSa BEE

With a focus on the development of 
your horse in the new and exciting 
sport of horse agility, founder of the 
International Horse Agility Club 
Vanessa Bee covers the ins and outs  
of the sport, including: horse and 
handler basics; obstacle and course 
construction; and organizing “play 
days” and competitions.

“I recommend the Horse Agility Handbook as a guide to fun new ways 
to work with your horse.” —Mid-South Horse Review

“Whether you plan to compete or just have a good time with 
groundwork, this book introduces you to a fun, new way to bond with 
your horse.” —Equine Journal

160  pp • 7 ½ x 9 ½ • 100 color photos  
978 1 57076 488 2 • $24.95 pb

Horse Training In-Hand
A Modern Guide to Working the Horse from 
the Ground: Long Lines, Long and Short 
Reins, Work on the Longe
ELLEN SCHUTHof-LESmEiSTER & KiP miSTRaL

“A detailed guide to ground work, 
including longeing, double-
longeing, long-lining, and work 
on long and short reins. In-depth 
advice about equipment and 
technique is complemented by 
diagrams and many clear color 
photographs of baroque breeds 

demonstrating the authors’ methods.”  —USDF Connection

“Now this gorgeously illustrated book brings new life to these time-
tested techniques, showing how schooling in-hand can improve 
the horse’s straightness, suppleness, balance, collection, and 
understanding of the aids....” —Northwest Rider

204 pp • 10 x 9 • 110 color photographs, 50 illustrations  
978 1 57076 409 7  • $31.95 hc

John lyons’ Bringing Up Baby
20 Progressive Ground-Work Lessons 
in Developing Your Young Horse 
into a Reliable, Accepting Partner
JoHN LYoNS with JENNifER DENiSoN

An outstanding manual for training 
weanlings and starting yearlings by 
“America’s Most Trusted Horseman.” 
Every young horse will benefit from 
John Lyons’ training methods because 
they lay a strong foundation for future 
under-saddle work in all disciplines.

102 pp • 8 ½ x 11 • 178 color photos 
978 1 929164 12 7 • $24.95 pb

John lyons’ Troubleshooting!
JoHN LYoNS

Renowned trainer and clinician John 
Lyons teaches readers how to 
“troubleshoot” common problems 
such as: spooking, running away, 
rearing, kicking, head-shyness, 
balking at water, refusing to load, and 
more. Readers will find themselves 
gradually forming better, more 
understanding relationships with their 
horses.

224 pp • 8 ½ x 11 • 250 color photo • 978 1 929164 31 8 • $29.95 pb

lessons Well learned
Why My Method Works for Any Horse
CLiNToN aNDERSoN with mELiNDa KaiTCER

“This book provides more of the 
great training tips you’ve come to 
expect of Clinton Anderson…Each 
chapter begins with a real-world 
anecdote and goes beyond simple 
how-tos to explain the whys and 
wherefores of his methods….This 
book is fun to read, educational and 
(most important) highly 
motivating.”  —Horse & Rider

“The inviting writing style and pinpointed lessons will make each page 
seem fresh and elicit new thoughts and understanding”  
—The Aiken Horse

176 pp • 8 ¼ x 10 ¼ • 142 color photos  
978 1 57076 435 6 • $29.95 hc, Kindle, Epub  

Mini School
Train Your Mini to Be All He Can Be
SaBiNE ELLiNgER

“Your Miniature Horse can be just as 
accomplished as his larger cousins, 
minus the saddle. Achieve suppleness, 
collection and obedience in your Mini 
through interval training and cross 
training consisting of driving and in-
hand work. From lateral movements to 
pirouettes and fun tricks, Mini School 
shows how your Mini can do it all.”   
—Horse Illustrated

“With in-hand training exercises demonstrated so beautifully by the 
author…you’ll soon be able to achieve closer communication with 
your horse. Skills taught in this full color edition include: long lining, 
lateral work, shoulder-in, haunches-in, half pass, even dressage 
movements.”  —Miniature Horse World

184 pp • 6 ½ x 8 ½ • 169 color photos, color illustrations 
978 1 57076 452 3 • $24.95 hc

The Modern Horseman’s  
Countdown to Broke
Real Do-It-Yourself Horse Training 
in 33 Comprehensive Lessons
SEaN PaTRiCK

“I have never seen a book this 
meticulous in providing step-by-step 
instruction…It’s a top-down, all-
inclusive trip to the ultimate 
working, performance, or pleasure 
ride…you cannot mess this up—
you are going to end up with a sane, 
well-trained horse.” 
—Dr. Robert Miller

“This beautifully illustrated book 
demystifies and clarifies the language of natural horsemanship. This 
book should find a place in every horseman’s library.” 
—Trail Blazer

“Superbly organized and includes 288 color photos to illustrate exactly 
what you should be doing in the training process. It’s presented in a 
very matter-of-fact style, with crystal clear directions that you can 
directly translate into your own training with your horse.” 
—The Horsemen’s yankee Pedlar

304 pp • 8 ½ x 11 • 288 color photos 
 978 1 57076 419 6 • $29.95 pb

Philosophy
CLiNToN aNDERSoN

By breaking down the 
most important elements 
of his Downunder 
Horsemanship® method 
of horse training, Clinton 
provides an essential 
guide for every horseman. 
Dynamic color photo-

graphs and explanations of this proven philosophy guide riders 
through such topics as understanding the prey-predator 
relationship between horses and humans; making the right thing 
easy and the wrong thing difficult; using consistency in training; 
and determining horse personality to make an appropriate 
selection for your riding ability and goals. Riders of all disciplines 
and levels will find inspiration for accomplishing their equestrian 
goals within this guide. 

152 pp • 11 x 8 ½ • 200 color photos 
978 1 57076 623 7 • $29.95 hc (see New Books & DVDs, p. 9)
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The Problem Horse Repair Manual
A Toolbox for Today’s Rider: Foolproof  
Ways to Overcome Bad Habits and Poor 
Behavior Under Saddle
DoUg PaYNE

This fabulous guide to “fixing” horses 
with behavior and training problems 
emphasizes systematic reconditioning 
while encouraging patience and proper 
skills in riders, providing a 
comprehensive plan for addressing 
issues such as bucking, bolting, rearing, 
spooking, lack of confidence, jumping 
issues, and more. Suggestions for 
starting young horses, detailed case 

studies, and strategies for future success are also included.

192 pp • 8 1/4 x 10 1/4 • 150 color photos 
978 1 57076 517 9 • $29.95 hc (see New Books & DVDs, p. 18)

The Rider’s guide to  
Real Collection
Achieve Willingness, Balance, and 
the Perfect Frame with Performance Horses
LYNN PaLm with STaCY PigoTT

This fabulously illustrated book is 
a great primer to the sport of 
Western dressage, providing great 
exercises from Lynn Palm to get 
your horse forward, straight, and 
balanced. Whatever your breed of 
preference or discipline of interest, 
you’re sure to go back to Lynn’s 
basic building blocks for attaining 
collection again and again, but her 

methods are particularly suited to stock horse breeds and those 
enthusiastically pursuing the hot new sport of Western dressage.

“Horsewoman/superwoman Lynn Palm has brought us a book that 
can help both English and Western riders achieve better collection 
under saddle. ” —The Horse men’s yankee Pedlar

“Lynn has perfected an easy-to-use system of exercises that gradually 
collect any type of horse, regardless of his build and that are of 
particular value to stock horse breeds such as Quarter Horses, Paints 
and Appaloosas.”  —lone Star Horse Report

192 pp • 8 ¼ x 10 ¼ • 225 color photos, line drawings 
978 1 57076 444 8 • $29.95 hc, Kindle, Epub

Riding Free
Bitless, Bridleless, Bareback
aNDREa & maRKUS ESCHBaCH

Trainers Andrea and Markus Eschbach 
show readers how they can train and 
ride horses in a way that is safe, even 
when using very little equipment/
minimal tack. This book is the first 
step toward your dream of riding your 
horse bareback, without a bit, and 
even without a bridle, while still 
feeling secure and in control. 
“This book will make you 

think twice about your dependence on tack, especially bits.”  
—The Horseman’s yankee Pedlar

128 pp • 6 ½ x 9 ½ • 168 color photos 
978 1 57076 484 4 • $22.95 pb

Straightening the Crooked Horse 
Correct Imbalance, Relieve Strain, and En-
courage Free Movement with an Innovative 
System of Straightness Training
gaBRiELE RaCHEN-SCHoNEiCH & 
KLaUS SCHoNEiCH

“Whether used for starting a young 
horse that has never been ridden or 
correcting the adult horse, Straightening 
the Crooked Horse is an informative 
written treasure that every equestrian, 
trainer, and owner should own, read and 
use…a must read for anyone who loves 
horses and takes pride in their health, 
comfort, and performance.”  —
Sidelines

160 pp • 6 ¾ x 9 ¾ • 50 color photos  
978 1 57076 649 7 • $24.95 pb (see New Books & DVDs, p. 18)

Teach your Horse Perfect Manners
How to Behave so Your Horse Will Too
KELLY maRKS

“The author’s enthusiasm, along with 
her expertise, strikes a genuinely 
caring and personal note and makes 
this book inspiring as well as 
practical.” —Horse Illustrated

“Practical examples, photographs 
and case studies all make Marks’ 
instructions easy to understand and 
follow…definitely a must read!”  
—Northwest Horse Source

192 pp • 7 ½ x 10 • 25 color, 25 b/w photos  
978 1 57076 214 7 • $29.95 pb

Trick Training for Horses
Fun Ways to Engage, Challenge,  
and Bond with Your Horse
BEa BoRELLE

Instruction as to the best way to 
teach a horse tricks using positive 
reinforcement, as well as the 
individual steps necessary for 
performing specific tricks on 
command.
“This book, with 152 color photos, 
gives step by step instructions for 
more than 25 tricks, including classics 
such as bowing, kneeling sitting  
 and lying down.”—lone Star  
Horse Report

“If you’re interested in a good challenge that could bring you 
and your horse closer, Borelle’s guide is the perfect solution.”  
—The Horsemen’s yankee Pedlar

160 pp • 6 ½ x 9 ½ • 152 color photos  
978 1 57076 462 2 • $22.95 pb

The Ultimate Horse Behavior and 
Training Book
Enlightened and Revolutionary Solutions  
for the 21st Century
LiNDa TELLiNgToN-JoNES  
with BoBBiE LiEBERmaN

“…a user-friendly, step-by-step 
approach that helps resolve behavioral 
issues to develop a responsive, willing 
mount…With plenty of white space, 
364 color photographs, and 81 color 
illustrations, the book is a pleasure to 
read.” —Western Horseman

“With a title like this, you expect a lot 
from page one. And Linda Tellington-
Jones doesn’t disappoint…Pictures are 

plentiful, and the book has a beautiful overall appearance. Best of all, 
it is written in a clear and engaging way…Keep this one nearby—
you’ll want to refer to it again and again.” 
—The Horseman’s yankee Pedlar

344 pp • 8 ½ x 11 • 364 color photos, 81 color illustrations 
978 1 57076 320 5 • $29.95 pb, Kindle, Epub 

R I D I N g

50 5-Minute Fixes to  
Improve your Riding
Simple Solutions for Better Position  
and Performance in No Time
WENDY mURDoCH

“If you’ve got five minutes to spare in 
your day, then Wendy Murdoch can 
show you 50 ways to fine-tune your 
riding skills. Each of the focused 
exercises are designed to tackle one (or 
more) problems of the rider, including 
difficulty sitting your horse’s canter, 
problems balancing yourself over 

fences, and the tendency to hold your hands unevenly.”   
—The Horsemen’s yankee Pedlar

“You’ll be amazed at how quickly you can replace old habits with new 
ones, get out of your ‘riding rut,’ and transform what you can’t do into 
what you can do…naturally, capably, comfortably, and consistently 
in your ability to communicate with your horse.”  
—Northwest Rider

224 pp • 8 x 8 ½ • 199 color photos, 45 illustrations 
978 1 57076 455 4 • $27.95 hc, Kindle, Epub  

Balance in Movement
How to Achieve the Perfect Seat 
New, Revised Edition 
SUSaNNE VoN DiETzE

A critical favorite, this highly practical 
guide offers riders a wealth of new 
ideas for overcoming problems and 
achieving a perfectly balanced seat.
“…packed with useful information 
that guides you in exploring your own 
unique body structure and its way of 
movement… With [this book] you can 
refine your muscle control, perfect your 
position and balance and become a more 

subtle and precise rider.” —Dressage Today

This book is on the USDF Instructor Certification Recommended 
Reading List.

224 pp • 7 ½ x 10 • 244 color photos, color illustrations  
978 1 57076 330 4 • $34.95 hc
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Centered Riding 
SaLLY SWifT

Using vivid, highly imaginative 
images, plus a thorough 
knowledge of human and equine 
anatomy, this revolutionary—
now classic—work enables every 
equestrian to reassess habitual 
responses, ride in natural 
positions, and break through 
frustrating plateaus. 

“Indispensable...wonderfully explicit....A work of truly remarkable 
originality and ingenuity.” —William Steinkraus,  
Author of Reflections on Riding and Jumping

224 pp • 8 x 9 ½ • 187 b/w illustrations  
978 0 312 12734 3 • $26.99 hc

Centered Riding 2
Further Exploration
SaLLY SWifT

Sally Swift teaches riders new 
concepts that evolved after Centered 
Riding’s inception.
“…a worthy companion to its classic 
predecessor…” —Horse & Rider

“Not a book to be read, but a book to 
be lived in…destined also to become 
a classic and a staple on the shelf of 
 committed riders.”  
—The Horsemen’s Voice

272 pp • 8 ½ x 10 • 153 color photos, 93 drawings 
978 1 57076 226 0 • $28.95 hc  

How good Riders get good
Daily Choices that Lead to Success
in Any Riding Discipline
DENNY EmERSoN

Denny Emerson, an internationally 
known rider and one of The Chronicle 
of the Horse’s “50 Most Influential 
Horsemen of the Twentieth Century,” 
now he shares what he has deduced to 
be the defining characteristics that 
make good riders, good.
“Denny Emerson knows a lot about 
what separates truly good riders from 

the rest of the pack…His new book provides a tough-love approach to 
helping you become the best rider you can be, by guiding you to make 
the right choices....I’ve never seen [a book] quite like this.”  
—The Horsemen’s yankee Pedlar

“How Good Riders Get Good is filled with so many life stories from 
Emerson and hundreds of inspirational quotes from riders and 
nonriders that could have easily made a quote-of-the-day calendar! 
Anyone searching for a positive boost in a quest to better himself will 
find Emerson’s perspective, analysis, and advice valuable.”  
—The Chronicle of the Horse

“Emerson includes the stories of 23 of the world’s top riders to tell us 
how they ‘got good.’ Read how Western greats such as Sandy Colier, 
Clinton Anderson, and Stacy Westfall became the standout riders they 
are today. Also included are distinguished English riders such as Beezie 
Madden and Michael Pollard.”  —Horse & Rider

“One of the finest books that have come on the market in years.”  
 —Robert Dover, Six-Time Dressage Olympian

252 pp • 7 x 8 ½ • 60 color and b&w photos  
978 1 57076 437 0 • $29.95 hc, Kindle, Epub

It’s Not Just About the Ribbons
It’s About Enriching Riding (and Life) 
with a Winning Attitude
JaNE SaVoiE

By popular demand, a follow-up to 
Jane Savoie’s bestselling That Winning 
Feeling! (p. 24). Readers will find a 
bounty of new material that will take 
them deeper into the world of mental 
training.  
“…self-motivating techniques that 
span all riding disciplines…You’ll find 
yourself reaching for this book again 

and again.” —Horse & Rider

“… Jane Savoie has produced another winning book…sure to inspire 
riders while helping them achieve their dreams.” 
—The Horsemen’s yankee Pedlar

256 pp • 7 x 8 ½ • 63 color photos, 75 color drawings 
978 1 57076 401 1 • $19.95 pb, Kindle, Epub  

longeing the Rider for  
a Perfect Seat
A How-To Guide for Riders, 
Instructors, and Longeurs
LiNDa BENEDiK

A step-by-step guide to both longeing 
others and being longed. Includes a 
special section on equestrian vaulting.
“Wonderful!!! This is the book we have 
all been looking for; a practical how-to 
book that will not only help develop the 
‘perfect’ riding seat but will help develop 
sensitivity in your riders, your vaulters, 
and yes, even yourself as an instructor…
This book is a must for every riding and 

vaulting instructor!” —Vaulting World

“You’ll find suggestions on how to develop effective longeing sessions 
for riders at various levels, and numerous helpful rider exercises, each 
accompanied by eye-catching photographs and easy to understand 
step-by-step instructions.” —Equine Wellness

“Both beginners and experienced riders can benefit immensely from 
longe work without reins, developing the sensitivities of the rider  
while preserving those of the horse.” —Horse Illustrated

248 pp • 8¼ x 10¼ • 210 color photos, 28 illustrations 
978 1 57076 384 7 • $19.95 pb 

The New Ride with  
your Mind Clinic
Rider Biomechanics—Basics to Brilliance
maRY WaNLESS

“Mary Wanless has taken traditional and 
new knowledge, synthesized and 
organized it in such an extraordinary 
way that she’s created a doable method 
of teaching based on the biomechanical 
demands of riding.”  
—Dressage Today

“…this book would help a beginner 
start off on the right foot, but would 

also help fine-tune and correct problems for more advanced dressage 
riders.” —The Horsemen’s yankee Pedlar

“Mary Wanless is back with exciting new ideas and exercises that 
she has discovered since writing her previous books. She delivers 
tantalizing tidbits of riding know-how in the form of a riding ‘clinic.’” 
– The Northwest Horse Source

192 pp • 7 ½ x 10 • 150 color photos, 50 drawings 
978 1 57076 391 5 • $31.95 hc

Pilates for Riders
Align Your Spine and Control Your Core
for a Perfect Seat
LiNDSaY WiLCoX-REiD

“The book focuses on both the principles 
of Pilates and the practical application 
of its exercises to help you improve your 
riding. With multiple color photos and 
diagrams on nearly every page, it’s easy 
to visualize what Wilcox-Reid is talking 
about.” —The Horsemen’s 
yankee Pedlar

“Improve your balance and posture in 
the saddle, as well as the effectiveness 

of your aids, with a Pilates program geared toward riders. Exercises 
focus on breathing, and body awareness and alignment.”  
—Horse Illustrated

192 pp •  7 ½ x 10 • color photos & illustrations throughout  
978 1 57076 475 2 • $29.95 pb 

Pressure Proof your Riding
Mental Training Techniques to Gain 
Confidence and Get Motivated So You  
Achieve Peak Performance 
DaNiEL STEWaRT 

Addressing the psychology of 
competing in equestrian events, this 
spirited and engaging book helps 
riders confront and alleviate 
pressure, stress, nerves, distraction, 
and anxiety through the use of 
specific tools and tricks. Coach Daniel 
Stewart provides a fantastic tool for 
any competitor who wants to 

conquer show jitters and do his/her best at every competition, while 
feeling confident and happy throughout the experience.

272 pp • 7 x 8 ½ • 55 color photos, 100 line drawings 
978 1 57076 541 4 • $26.95 pb (see New Books and DVDs, p. 5)

Ride from Within
Use Tai Chi Principles to Awaken Your  
Natural Balance and Rhythm
JamES SHaW

Combining Tai Chi with horsemanship 
offers a rider the opportunity to 
become “one” with her horse, to 
better her skills by centering her body, 
gaining control of her breathing,  
and calming her mind. This book 
provides a great foundation for a new 
way of riding. 
“With the use of spectacular photo-

graphy, informative text and a gift for explaining complex ideas, Shaw 
has developed a marvelous book…Tai chi exercises have a great 
deal to offer you in your everyday life as well as your horsemanship. 
It’s a good idea to take a fresh approach now and then, and this is a 
refreshing start.”  —The American quarter Horse Journal

“Shaw’s book…has arrived with perfect timing…a book such as this 
could open up a new philosophy on riding and a new way to think of a 
human body in balance with a horse’s body.” 
—The Chronicle of the Horse

“With its attractive design and helpful photos and illustrations, it 
offers another path by which riders may gain self-awareness and 
better results in the saddle.” —USDF Connection

258 pp • 8 x 10 • 137 color photos, 26 line drawings 
978 1 57076 318 2 • $29.95 pb
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Rider & Horse Back to Back
Establishing a Mobile, Stable Core  
in the Saddle
SUSaNNE VoN DiETzE with  
iSaBELLE VoN NEUmaNN-CoSEL

Discover how to dynamically stabilize 
your back so you can ride with “feel” 
and in tune with riding’s demands on 
your body, and your horse’s, at all 
times. This new book includes 
exercises to improve: flexibility, 
dexterity, mobility, and stability.
“The food for thought can be easily 
digested and taken to the barn to 
be put into practice.” —Horse 
Journal 

192 pp • 6 ½ x 9 ½ • 278 color photographs, 19 color diagrams 
 978 1 57076 465 3 • $29.95 hc

Rider Fitness: Body & Brain
180 Anytime, Anywhere Workouts
ECKaRT mEYNERS

This is one exercise book made specifically 
with the rider in mind—it focuses on the 
mental and physical fitness skills you need to 
perform better in the saddle, including quick 
responses, elastic muscles, and mobile joints. 
And, it further sets itself apart from other 
rider fitness books by including a complete 
warmup and cooldown plan!

208 pp • 6 x 9 • 260 color photos,  170 color illustrations 
978 1 57076 482 0 • $29.95 pb 

The Rider’s Pain-Free Back
Overcome Chronic Soreness, Injury, and Ag-
ing, and Stay in the Saddle for Years to Come
JamES WaRSoN, mD with ami HENDRiCKSoN

“From basic anatomy and a thorough 
exploration of different back problems 
to a discussion of the physics involved 
in riding and how they affect a rider’s 
back, Warson paints a clear picture of 
the stress and strain a spine endures. 
No matter which discipline you ride, 
this book will help you become 
stronger and more comfortable.”  

—The Chronicle of the Horse

“If you have chronic or acute back pain and are trying to return to the 
saddle, Warson offers information that’ll keep riding a part of your life 
for a long time.” —Horse & Rider

184 pp • 8 ½ x 9 ½ • 132 color, 15 b/w photos, 112 color illustrations  
978 1 57076 371 7 • $29.95 hc,  Kindle, Epub

The Right Track
Arena Exercises for Riders and Instructors
SaRaH VENamoRE

“This book, with over 180 original exercises, 
helps keep flatwork fresh for single and 
group riders of all abilities...it can be laid out 
flat, making it easy to read at the stable…
No doubt about it, The Right Track will 
quickly become a permanent fixture in many 
tack boxes.”   —Horse Illustrated

“Whether you’re an instructor looking for 
ideas or a rider looking to break out of riding the endless circles, this 
book deserves a spot in your tack trunk.” —Practical Horseman

194 pp • 5 ½ x 8 • color patterns throughout  
978 1 57076 369 4 • $24.95 spiral bound SALE! Now $19.99

That Winning Feeling!
Program Your Mind for Peak Performance
JaNE SaVoiE

The acclaimed bestseller by 1992 US 
Olympic dressage squad member, Olympic 
coach, and popular motivational speaker 
Jane Savoie. In this, her first book, she 
presents a revolutionary approach to riding 
by which you can train your mind and 
shape your attitudes to achieve higher 
levels of skill than ever imagined. 
“Savoie will charge your batteries.”  
—Dressage & CT

“Not only logical and easy but one that works for every rider.”  
—The Chronicle of the Horse

160 pp • 6 x 9 • 25 b/w photos, 40 drawings 
978 1 57076 049 5 • $14.95 pb, Kindle, Epub  

yoga for Equestrians
A New Path for Achieving Union  
with the Horse
LiNDa BENEDiK & VERoNiCa WiRTH 

The original book on yoga for 
riders—equestrians everywhere 
will benefit from these unique yoga 
exercises. Learn how to enhance 
your riding skills through awareness 
exercises, visualization, and 
meditation, and improve your 
strength, flexibility, and balance 
through mounted and unmounted 
yoga routines. 

“This book has been called a pioneering work, and it’s something 
equestrians needed and should have expected a long time ago.”  
—Dressage Today

192 pp • 7 ½ x 10 ½ • 50 color, 50 b/w photos, 35 line drawings  
978 1 57076 136 2 • $29.95 pb   

D R E S S Ag E

Academic Equitation
A Training System Based on the Methods of 
D’Aure, Baucher, and L’Hotte
gENERaL DECaRPENTRY

Originally written and published  
in 1949, Academic Equitation was  
con sidered by dressage experts to  
be the most important contribution  
to classical training in the  
twentieth century, covering very early  
training right up to the most  
advanced movements. 

“Academic Equitation presents an 
invaluable source of information…. 

Read it and you might discover things you’ve never thought of before.” 
—Dressage Today

This book is on the USDF Instructor Certification Recommended 
Reading List.

282 pp • 6 ½ x 9 ½ • 15 b/w photos, line drawings 
978 1 57076 550 6 • $34.95 pb, Kindle, Epub  

The Alchemy of lightness
What Happens Between Horse and Rider on 
a Molecular Level–And How It Helps Achieve 
the Ultimate Connection
DomiNiqUE BaRBiER & DR. maRia KaTSamaNiS

Enlightening the reader on how to 
truly become one with your horse, 
this work opens the world of 
“molecular equitation,” or the 
“scientific study of the interplay of 
mechanisms put in motion when 
man and horse meet, 
communicate, and ultimately 
become one.” Authors Dominique 
Barbier and Dr. Maria Katsamanis 
explain how the science in the art 

of equitation can ultimately lead to togetherness, and that you as 
the rider have to change your consciousness in order to change your 
riding. This work is a beautiful example of how you must respect, 
trust, and be one with your horse, in order to obtain that ever-
elusive, total lightness with your horse. 

144 pp • 8 ¼ x 10 ¼ • 30 color photos & 15 illustrations 
978 1 57076 619 0 • $27.95 hc (see New Books & DVDs, p. 12)

Anatomy of Dressage 
HEiNRiCH SCHUSDziaRRa &  
VoLKER SCHUSDziaRRa 

Only with a working knowledge of 
human anatomy can a rider fully 
understand the instructions given for 
correct position in the saddle and 
explanations of the movements. 
Originally published in Germany and 
previously published in English as 
Anatomy of Riding.

144 pp • 6 x 9 • 978 0 939481 69 9 • $23.95 pb

Balancing Act
The Horse in Sport— 
An Irreconcilable Conflict?
DR. gERD HEUSCHmaNN

In his long-awaited follow-up to Tug of 
War, Dr. Heuschmann explores what it 
means to be a “responsible rider,” and 
asks whether, in today’s society, it is 
indeed possible for riders in any horse 
sport to put the good of the horse first 
and foremost. 

“Heuschmann explains the classical 
training ideals, how modern judging has deviated from these 
ideals, and how they may be brought together once again.”  
—USDF Connection

256 pp • 8 x 10 • 150 color photos & drawings 
978 1 57076 529 2 • $34.95 hc (see New Books & DVDs, p. 17)

The Balanced Horse
The Aids by Feel, Not Force
SYLVia LoCH

Classical dressage authority Sylvia 
Loch explores every request the rider 
makes of the horse and the 
physiolgoical and psychological effect 
it has. A valuable guide to developing 
deeper, more honest communication 
with the horse.
224 pp • 7 ½ x 9 ½ • 75 color photos 
978 1 57076 622 0 • $39.95 hc  
(see New Books & DVDs, p. 14)
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The Circle of Trust
Reflections on the Essence of Horses  
and Horsemanship
WaLTER zETTL 

Walter Zettl discusses those who have a 
critical influence on the welfare of horses 
and the future of dressage: The breeder, 
without whom we would not have 
horses; the owner and sponsor, who 
finance and sustain the horse; the rider, 
who signals to the horse through proper 
aids; the trainer and/or instructor, who 

guide the horse and rider into harmonic partnership; the stable 
manager and groom, who keep the horse happy, safe and secure; the 
show committee, which regulates the competitive side of the sport; 
and the judge, who must recognize and reward correct training.

176 pp • 8 x 9 • color photos & line drawings 
 978 0 939481 77 4 • $29.95 hc

Classical Schooling 
with the Horse in Mind
Gentle Gymnastic Training Techniques
aNJa BERaN

“For a long time now there has been a 
need for such a book—unreservedly 
dedicated to the well-being of the 
horse, despite training to the very 
highest level. It should become 
standard reading for every dedicated 
horse-lover.”—klaus Balkenhol, 
Former Chef d’Equipe US 
Dressage Team

192 pp • 9 x 10 ½ • 85 color, 25 b/w photos, 33  drawings 
978 1 57076 374 8 • $45.00 hc

Common Sense Dressage
An Illustrated Guide
SaLLY o’CoNNoR 

A practical approach to the training  
of the horse, building on the 
foundation of solid basics, and 
using progressively arranged 
exercises to develop the horse’s full 
athletic potential—the true goal of 
dressage training.  
“...explains the challenges of dressage 
in a straightforward, easy-to-

understand fashion, and the graphics are marvelous.” 
—The Chronicle of the Horse 

178 pp • 8 x 9 • 200+ b/w photos 
978 0 939481 21 7 • $29.95 pb

Debbie McDonald 
Riding Through
An Olympic Medalist’s Lessons on 
Life and Dressage
DEBBiE mCDoNaLD with NaNCY JaffER

“McDonald has solid teaching chops, and 
her know-how stands out amid the 
anecdotes. Her admirers will enjoy her 
storytelling and the plentiful behind-the-
scenes photographs, and aspiring riders 
will relish the peek at the world of top 
dressage competition.” 
—USDF Connection 

176 pp • 8 ½ x 11 • 100 color photos  
978 1 929164 35 6 • $24.95 pb

Dressage 
A Guidebook for the Road to Success 
aLfRED KNoPfHaRT

In Germany, this wonderful book has  
gone through four very successful editions 
and is now available in English! Aimed 
principally at intermediate and advanced 
riders, the book offers excellent assistance 
for the long and not-always-easy road to 
success in dressage.

176 pp • 6 x 9  
978 0 939481 46 0 • $25.95 hc

Dressage 101
The Ultimate Source of Dressage Basics in a 
Language You Can Understand
JaNE SaVoiE

A one-volume edition of the best-
selling Cross-Train Your Horse and 
More Cross-Training! Finally, you  
have a simple, riddle-free system of 
training that places a high priority  
on the horse’s physical and mental 
well-being. 
“Pick up Jane Savoie’s Dressage 
101. She has tailored the book to all 

disciplines. You must really take the time to read it, study it, understand 
and practice it. I’ve found Jane’s methods to be enormously helpful to 
my own riding and teaching. It’s not just a read, but a must-read for 
every hunter-jumper rider.”  —george Morris, Chef d’Equipe  
US Show Jumping Team

488 pp • 8 x 9 • 310 color photos, 275 diagrams  
978 1 57076 480 6 • $34.95 pb 

Dressage for the  
Not-so-Perfect Horse
Riding Through the Levels on the Peculiar, 
Opinionated, Complicated Mounts  
We All Love
JaNET foY with NaNCY J. JoNES

International dressage judge, 
clinician, and riding coach Janet Foy 
has ridden many different horses in 
the course of her riding and horse 
training career—different sizes, 
shapes, colors, and breeds—to the 
highest levels of dressage 
competition. Now she has compiled 
her best tips for training and 
showing the horse you have (or the 
 horse you love, despite his “faults”) 
through the levels. 

“(Foy) has compiled her best tips for training and showing the horse 
you have (or the horse you love, despite his faults) through the levels.” 
—lone Star Horse Report 

 “This book is well-organized and easy to understand and 
makes for a good read for those of us with ‘imperfect horses’.”  
—The Chronicle of the Horse 

 “I have a pretty huge equestrian library but in the future, any problem 
that presents itself, this book will be the first place I will go for help.” 
—Dressage Today

 “What is perfect is the way this book is put together. With little 
effort, you can find your problem and get a workable solution.” 
—Horse Journal

240 pp • 8 ¼ x 10 ¼ • 50 color photos 
978 1 57076 509 4 • $32.95 hc, Kindle, Epub (see New Books & DVDs, p. 19)

Dressage in Harmony
From Basic to Grand Prix
WaLTER zETTL 

Maybe the best way to introduce this book 
is to quote Max Gahwyler when he read the 
book when it was in manuscript form: “You 
must publish this. It is superb!” We agree 
this is truly one of the clearest, most 
readable books on training dressage ever 
written. It’s just delightful! 

“If you are not fortunate enough to be taught 
by Walter Zettl personally, he gives you in this book a very valuable 
guide to the art of classical riding.” —Egon von Neindorff

This book is on the USDF Instructor Certification Recommended 
Reading List. 

 266 pp • 6 x 9 • line drawings 
 978 0 939481 54 5 • $28.95 hc, Kindle, Epub

Dressage School
A Sourcebook of Movements and Tips  
Demonstrated by Olympian Isabell Werth
BRiTTa SCHÖffmaNN

The “what,” “how,” and “why” of 
dozens of dressage movements, 
exercises, and school figures.
“Dressage School is an excellent resource 
for any dressage rider who wants 
detailed instruction, plan and simple, on 
everything from half halts to pirouettes.” 
—The Horsemen’s yankee Pedlar

“I have to hand it to any writer who is 
able to find a new and innovative approach to the subject of training 
the dressage horse, which is well-traveled and can be repetitive. 
Schöffmann…has done a crackerjack job of organizing her useful 
book…”  —Dressage Today

208 pp • 6 ½ x 9 ½ • 165 color photos & 22 color diagrams  
978 1 57076 411 0 • $29.95 hc

Dressage Training—Customized
Schooling the Horse as Best Suits 
His Individual Personality and Conformation
BRiTTa SCHÖffmaNN

“Dressage Training Customized is in a 
class by itself. This highly readable book 
will have you thinking about your horses, 
how you handle them, and what you are 
expecting out of them…don’t pass this 
book up.”  —The Aiken Horse

“I found it a fascinating read and didn’t 
want to put it down at the end of each 
reading session. I would recommend this 

book without reservation to newcomers to the sport and those who 
have been competing for years.” —Central Horse News

“Whether you school for fun or competition, you’ll go a long way to 
find another book that can give you this kind of edge.”  
—Dressage Today

184 pp • 6 ½ x 9 ½ • 160  color photos  
978 1 57076 453 0 • $29.95 hc 
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Dressage Unscrambled
BiLL WooDS 

A dressage book that references Michael 
Jordan, ocean liners, magnetic bottles, 
jukeboxes, cannibalism, crop circles, 
Babe the Blue Ox, Mitt Romney, Dilbert, 
Barbra Streisand’s brother, green Jello, 
and a further cast of thousands—it’s 
Dressage Unscrambled! Author Bill 
Woods has put together dozens of 
stories and anecdotes that elucidate, 
illustrate, and demystify hoary dressage 

principles while managing to skewer the sacred bovines, both two 
and four legged—of our sport. 

224 pp • 6 x 9 • b/w photos & drawings 
978 0 939481 82 8 • $17.95 pb

Dressage with kyra
The Kyra Kyrklund Training Method 
New, Revised Edition
KYRa KYRKLUND & JYTTE LEmKoW

Olympian Kyra Kyrklund clearly 
explains the logical, systematic 
training methods that have brought 
her success, showing how they can be 
applied to all horses—young and old, 
green or experienced. Kyrklund is one 
of the few riders in the world who has 
successfully trained and competed an 
exceptional number of horses in 
international Grand Prix dressage.

“This book is inspiration, pure and simple.” —Horse Illustrated

184 pp • 7 x 10 ½ • 55 color photos 
978 1 57076 433 2 • $37.95 hc

Dressage with Mind, Body & Soul
A 21st Century Approach to the Science and 
Spirituality of Riding, Training,  
and Competing 
LiNDa TELLiNgToN-JoNES with REBECCa m. DiDiER

The high-profile sport of dressage 
has been criticized for training 
methods developed and openly 
used by top riders, which have 
been proven to cause the horse 
physical pain and emotional 
distress. Now, renowned horse 
trainer and behaviorist Linda 
Tellington-Jones responds to 
these current, common, and 
troubling trends with fresh and 

innovative ways to approach the sport, including powerful new 
techniques for using the Classical Training Scale, not only for the 
betterment of the dressage horse’s performance, but also his  
overall well-being. Includes more than 20 problem-solving stories 
featuring the world-class riders, trainers, and horses with whom 
Linda has worked over the years.

“The book was wonderful.” —Horse Nation

“A very, very good read. A MUST read for any serious horseman and a 
high quality production.” —TheHorseStudio.com

“Frankly, our riding improved after absorbing this book. We rode 
with greater mindfulness and clearer intent. This book is a keeper. 
It blends the author’s philosophy with practical techniques.”  
—Horse Journal

288 pp • 8 ¼ x 10 ¼ • 182 color photos, 43 diagrams 
978 1 57076 426 4 • $34.95 pb, Kindle, Epub (see New Books & DVDs, p. 6)

Essential Exercises 
SaLLY o’CoNNoR 

Highly respected author Sally 
O’Connor shares her lifetime of 
experience in this collection of 
exercises designed for the progressive 
training of the horse, from earliest 
lessons through piaffe and passage. 
Each exercise is illustrated with clear 
diagrams or color photographs, which 
along with the direct text make 

seemingly complicated exercises become understandable. In-hand, 
longeing, and under-saddle exercises are all included. 

130 pp • 8 x 9 • color photos & diagrams 
978 0 939481 73 6 • $29.95 hc SALE: Now $19.99

A general System of Horsemanship
WiLLiam CaVENDiSH, DUKE of NEWCaSTLE

This classic work is not only one of the 
most beautiful books on horses ever 
published, but also a landmark in the 
development of equestrian technique. 
William Cavendish’s emphasis on 
systematic and humane training was 
revolutionary for its era, and his 
teaching has exerted a lasting and far-
reaching influence on the art of riding. 
It was first published in a French edition 

in 1658, illustrated with 42 superb engravings, all of which 
accompany this edition. 

This book is on the USDF Instructor Certification Recommended 
Reading List. 

255 pp • 6 ½ x 9 ½ • 42 engravings, 50 diagrams 
978 1 57076 553 7 • $29.95 pb

give your Horse a Chance
A Classic Work on the Training  
of Horse and Rider
LT. CoL. agoSToN L.  D’ENDRÖDY

Many masters of horsemanship have 
studied horses and riding over the last 
centuries, but few have given the 
subject greater consideration than 
Agoston d’Endrödy. In preparing this 
book, he gave considerable thought to 
the practical principles of riding and to 
the process of becoming a good rider. 
And he explains why horses perform 
more or less successfully according to 

whether they are mounted by a talented rider or by one of limited 
natural abilities. In Give Your Horse a Chance, his goal is to reduce the 
disparity between these two divisions of riders by carefully 
delineating the processes of good riding and training.
544 pp • 6 ½ x 9 ½ • 114 b/w photos, line drawings 
978 1 57076 552 0 • $45.00 pb, Kindle, Epub  

A gymnastic Riding System  
Using Mind, Body, and Spirit
Progressive Training for Rider and Horse
BETSY STEiNER with JENNifER o. BRYaNT

International dressage rider and 
trainer Betsy Steiner’s unique and 
well-rounded approach gives 
comparable attention to the body, 
mind, and spirit of both rider and 
horse as they ascend the classical 
training pyramid together. Includes 
a Pilates exercise program for riders!
“...Steiner’s book is refreshingly 
different. Her experience as 

an international competitor, trainer and clinician, and her warm 
personality and enthusiasm, shine through every word as her 
approach to training transcends the average how-to text.” 
—The Chronicle of the Horse

“…one of the most innovative and interesting training books to trot 
up in years.” —Equestrian

“Catering to riders of all skill levels, Steiner is determined to ensure 
success for everyone.” —Dressage Today

272 pp • 8 ½ x 10 • 165 color photos, 35 drawings 
978 1 57076 092 1 • $29.95 hc

Henriquet on Dressage
miCHEL HENRiqUET with CaTHERiNE DURaND

This visually stunning book follows 
the training of three young horses, 
from their first schooling experiences 
to the execution of classical airs at the 
age of nine. 
 
“…this book is an absolute delight.”  
—Horse Connection

272 pp • 7 ½ x 9 ½ • 71 color, 3 b/w photos, 
37 illustrations • 978 1 57076 299 4 
$35.00 hc SALE: Now $19.99

Horsemanship
A Comprehensive Book on  
Training the Horse and Its Rider
WaLDEmaR SEUNig

One of the most comprehensive and 
enduring books ever written on the 
training of horse and rider, from the basics 
to haute école.
“...remains as fresh and insightful as the 
day it was first available...If you do not own 
this book, trot right out and pick up a copy.” 
—The Horsemen’s yankee Pedlar

 388 pp • 6 x 9 • 56 b/w photos 
978 1 57076 239 0 •  $27.50 hc SALE: Now $19.99

klaus Balkenhol
The Man and His Training Methods
BRiTTa SCHÖffmaNN

A celebrity of the international dressage 
world, Klaus Balkenhol’s biography is 
brilliantly intertwined with his views on 
training the dressage horse. 
“Those with a passion for dressage won’t 
want to miss this volume. If you believe 
that the more you know, the better you 
will be in the competitive arena, this is a 
must-read.” —Ride!

160 pp • 7 ½ x 10 • 175 color, 25 b/w photos 
978 1 57076 378 6 • $29.95 hc
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kottas on Dressage
aRTHUR KoTTaS-HELDENBERg  
with JULiE RoWBoTHam

“There are various reasons why I loved this 
book, but a main one is its extraordinary 
clarity...Every sentence is clear and precise 
and made me appreciate the mind from 
which this book originated as having a 
compassionate and deep understanding 
of the equine psyche...If for some reason I 
was forced to abandon my considerable 
dog-eared dressage library and was 

allowed to take with me only a single book, this one would be it.”   
—Dressage Today

“Kottas-Heldenberg’s years of training experience shine through in 
this book.”  —The Horsemen’s yankee Pedlar

224 pp • 7 ½ x 9 ½  • 50 color photos, 50 color illustrations 
978 1 57076 091 4 • $39.95 hc

lessons with lendon
25 Progressive Dressage Lessons  
Take You from Basic “Whoa and Go”  
to Your First Competition
LENDoN gRaY with EDiToRS of PRaCTiCaL HoRSEmaN

Trainer and international dressage 
competitor Lendon Gray helps riders of 
all sports and levels improve and enjoy 
daily training with her simple, down-to-
earth approach to building riding skills.  
“If you are just getting into dressage 
…for any reason, this book is a must.”  
—Eventing USA

 100 pp • 8 ½ x 11 • 175 color photos 
978 1 929164 16 5 • $24.95 pb 

Major Anders lindgren’s  
Teaching Exercises
A Manual for Instructors and Riders 
aNDERS LiNDgREN

Since first coming to the US in 1981, 
Major Anders Lindgren established a 
well-deserved reputation as an excellent, 
clear, methodical, and delightful teacher. 
His innovative system using traffic  
cones in his progressively arranged 
exercise patterns, combined with his  
use of colorful imagery, has helped 
countless instructors and riders under-
stand and improve. 

160 pp • 6 ½ x 9 ½ • b/w photos and illustrations 
978 0 939481 53 8 • $25.95 hc

My Horses, My Teachers
aLoiS PoDHaJSKY

This classic memoir by the former director 
of the renowned Spanish Riding School 
explores the age-old relationship between 
horse and rider. 
“Finally, it’s available again!…From this 
candid, instructive account of [Podhajsky’s] 
own methods, mistakes, and discoveries, 
every horseman may acquire new 
confidence and skill. Don’t miss this one!” 

—The Northeast Equine Journal

“There are pearls of wisdom here for horsemen of any level, regardless 
of discipline.” —Spur

240 pp • 6 x 9  • 42 b/w photos 
978 1 57076 091 4  • $19.95 pb 

Nature, Nurture and Horses
A Journal of Four Dressage Horses— 
From Birth through the First Year of Training
PaUL BELaSiK

In the spring and summer of 
2007, four horses were born. 
Follow along as these four 
horses—all siblings that 
grew up together—
experience their first steps, 
their first human touches, and 
their first year of training, 
covering a span of almost four 

years. Along the way Belasik explores the breaking and training 
system he has used for almost 40 years on hundreds of horses.

“The concepts being discussed here would be helpful for anyone who 
starts youngsters.” — Horse Journal

184 pp • 10 x 8 ½ • 84 color photos • 978 1 57076 531 5  
$31.95 hc, Kindle, Epub

Pilates for the Dressage Rider
JaNiCE DULaK 

While they use different terms, both 
Pilates and dressage share an 
emphasis on the torso, or 
“Powerhouse” in Pilates-speak, and 
achieving core strength, good posture 
and muscle flexibility. The goals of a 
Pilates program are often identical to 
what riders try to achieve in the saddle 
in the sport of dressage. The exercises 

in this book have been culled from over 500 Pilates exercises  
and have been specifically chosen to best suit the needs of the 
dressage rider. 

152 pp • 8 x 9 • b/w photos & illustrations 
978 0 939481 72 9 • $25.95 hc

Rhythm Riding
A Guide to Riding with Music
CECE & fRaNK maDDLoNE

Creating the perfect musical freestyle can 
be an overwhelming prospect. Rhythm 
Riding provides a proven step-by-step 
process that makes learning to ride with 
music an enjoyable and achievable goal. 
Covering each level through FEI, the book 
begins with the basics of the compulsory 
requirements and lists of dos and don’ts, 
then explores the addition of music and 
culminates with reinforcing exercises. In 

addition, the book provides a guide to available technology and the 
best metronomes, as well as a primer on music notation for 
beginners. Includes a 60-minute audio CD of original practice music.

“This manual supplies all the necessary tools to help you and your 
horse move to a beat, even if you have no formal dressage or musical 
training. You’ll find basic horse’s natural cadence and choreograph 
freestyle according to your skill level.”  —Practical Horsemen

“There is something here for all in a handy take-it-with-you size.” 
—Dressage Today

155 pp • 6 x 9 • 5 color photos, 5 drawings, 16 charts 
60-minute audio CD • 978 0 967 0900 1 6 • $39.95 

Ridden
Dressage from the Horse’s Point of View
ULRiKE THiEL

It is commonly known that horses are 
prey animals, while humans evolved to 
become predators. The question should 
naturally arise, then, do horses think of a 
rider on their back as a “supporting 
partner” or a dangerous predator? 
Author Ulrike Thiel faces this question 
head on, putting readers in the horse’s 
position and allowing them to 
experience the “process” of being ridden 

both physically and psychologically. Thiel discusses classical 
schooling and modern competitive dressage from the horse’s 
perspective, offering precise advice for bettering the horse-rider 
relationship based on recent scientific findings in psychomotor 
education, horse training theory, horse and human biomechanics, 
and equine behavior.

240 pp • 6 ½ x 9 ½ • 338 color photos & diagrams 
978 1 57076 558 2 • $29.95 hc (see New Books & DVDs, p. 12)

Ride Horses with Awareness  
and “Feel”
The New Dressage Training System from the 
Dutch Olympians at Academy Bartels
TiNEKE & JoEP BaRTELS

Joep and Tineke Bartels share their 
progressive method for refining 
communication between horse and rider, 
thus achieving top levels of performance 
more readily. Includes an inside look at 
five years of the Global Dressage Forum.
“Offering specific exercises designed to 
improve both your riding technique and 
the way you interact with your horse in 

general, this book successfully incorporates broad theories into a 
practical training method.” —Practical Horseman

“I found this book to be well written, the tone conservative while 
determined in its advocacy, offering a traditional view of the Dutch 
school of dressage methodology.”  —Dressage Today

160 pp • 7 ½ x 10 ½ • 103 color photos  
978 1 57076 406 6 • $29.95 hc SALE: Now $19.99

The Seven Deadly Sins of Dressage
How to Overcome Human Nature and  
Become a More Just, Generous Riding  
Partner for Your Horse
DoUgLaS PUTERBaUgH with LaNCE WiLLS

Following the training scale is not 
the only key to dressage success. In 
addition, you must learn how to 
avoid the Seven Deadly Sins! In this 
book you’ll find: the signs of each of 
the sins, steps to overcome them, 
and ways to check yourself so you 
know when you can move on.
“This is an extremely well-written 

book…. The message is clear. We can all do better. The text flows 
easily into the mind and the writing I think is exceptionally engaging. 
After reading this book you will feel inspired to do better….” 
—The Horse Studio

“This book is well-organized and easy to understand and 
makes for a good read for those of us with ‘imperfect horses’.”  
—The Chronicle of the Horse

176 pp • 8 x 9 • 75 color photos 
978 1 57076 485 1 • $29.95 hc, Kindle, Epub  
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Taking Up the Reins
A Year in Germany with a Dressage Masters
PRiSCiLLa ENDiCoTT

This delightfully written book gives 
readers a first-hand, behind-the-scenes 
look at what dressage training abroad 
entails. In this personal memoir, the 
author chronicles the year she spent in 
Germany studying with the great 
dressage master Walter Christensen. A 
fascinating read for anyone familiar with 
the challenges often faced by those who 
choose to seriously pursue a riding sport.

176 pp • 5 ½ x 8 ½ • 60 b/w photos  
$19.99 Kindle, epub

Tug of War: Classical versus  
“Modern” Dressage
Why Classical Training Works and How 
Incorrect “Modern” Riding Negatively Affects 
Horses’ Health
DR. gERD HEUSCHmaNN

Now available in a revised edition with 
all new research and supplementary 
photographs! Dr. Heuschmann presents 
a thought-provoking exploration of both 
classical and “modern” training methods 
against a practical backdrop of the 
horse’s basic anatomy and physiology. 
He describes how various schooling 
techniques (such as “hyperflexion”—

formerly known as Rollkur) affect the horse.
“This is a very timely and important book..[it] makes readers seriously 
consider the impact that their riding/training methods are having on 
their horses. This is an excellent book not only for those involved with 
dressage, but for the hunter/jumper/combined training disciplines as 
well.” —Today’s Equestrian 

“The stiff-backed, open-mouthed, pulled-up horse is seen so often in 
competition. Someone had to sit down and write a book to say this has 
to stop and Heuschmann has done it so well and with good reasoning.”  
—USDF Connection

This book is on the USDF Instructor Certification Recommended 
Reading List. 

144 pp • 6 ½ x 9 ½ • 76 color, 5 b/w photos, 20 color illustrations  
978 1 57076 375 5 • $24.95 hc   

The Way to Perfect Horsemanship
UDo BüRgER

First published in 1959, The Way to 
Perfect Horsemanship was immediately 
recognized as a classic work of 
equestrian literature. It offers insight 
into the psychology of the horse as well 
as its muscular system and the 
mechanics of movement. It explains in 
detail the basic principles of training, 
the fundamentals of riding, and the 
effect of training aids. 

This book is on the USDF Instructor Certification Recommended 
Reading List.  

254 pp • 6 ½ x 9 ½ • 35 b/w photos, line drawings 
978 1 57076 551 3 • $29.95 pb, Kindle, Epub 

 

H U N T E R S  & J U M P E R S

40 5-Minute Jumping Fixes
Simple Solutions for Better Jumping Position  
in No Time
WENDY mURDoCH

Better balance in the saddle, 
improved body control from head to 
toe, and increased influence with 
your seat are just a handful of the 
simple fixes offered in this 
straightforward training manual for 
jumping. Most of the suggestions 
provided require only a few minutes 

to learn and offer solutions for making jumping more enjoyable for 
both riders and their horses. 

224 pp • 8 x 8 ½ • 175 color photos, 45 diagrams 
978 1 57076 586 5 • $29.95 hc (see New Books & DVDs, p. 4)

Anne kursinski’s  
Riding & Jumping Clinic
A Step-by-Step Course for Winning in the 
Hunter and Jumper Rings 
aNNE KURSiNSKi with miRaNDa LoRRaiNE

While continuing to compete at the 
highest levels, Anne Kursinski has 
become one of the most sought-
after hunter/jumper in structors and 
clinicians in America. Her book lays 
out the key elements of her riding 
techniques, including her secrets of 
analyzing jumper courses, and her 
strategies for riding them.

“Anne Kursinski really has had it all. Very few people in the hunter/
jumper industry can boast such a comprehensive background. There is 
no question that her system and ideology work for the hunter, jumper, 
and equitation horse and rider.” —george Morris

“You can’t argue with the expertise of Kursinski.”  
— The Horsemen’s yankee Pedlar

352 pp • 8 x 9 • 352 b/w photos, 25 diagrams 
978 1 57076 496 7 • $26.00 pb

The Complete guide to  
Hunter Seat Training, Showing,  
and Judging
On the Flat and Over Fences
aNNa JaNE WHiTE-mULLiN

A comprehensive overview of the 
basic principles of horsemanship, 
essential schooling exercises in the 
development of the hunter or 
equitation mount, as well as 
advanced concepts applicable to 
upper-level competition. Includes 
White-Mullin’s famous text on 
judging hunters and equitation. 

“…getting the information straight from a top judge can make the 
difference between a red ribbon and a blue one.” 
—The Horsemen’s yankee Pedlar

“The book’s second half on judging will prove invaluable, in particular, 
for every first-time horse show parent. Were I still teaching I would 
gift wrap a copy for every parent before his or her child’s first 
competition.... A great guide for anyone with an interest in the hunters 
or equitation.” —The Chronicle of the Horse

384 pp • 8 ½ x 10 ∙ 288 color photographs 
978 1 57076 408 0 • $34.95 pb, Kindle, Epub

geoff Teall on Riding Hunters, 
Jumpers and Equitation
Develop a Winning Style
gEoff TEaLL with ami HENDRiCKSoN

“This isn’t just a book about how to 
ride, it’s a book about how to enjoy, 
appreciate and maximize your every 
experience with your horse…Reading 
and understanding Teall’s logical, 
simple approach to the physical, 
technical, and—above all—mental 
aspects of riding will help you look at 
your riding in a whole new way.” 
—The Chronicle of the Horse

“Hunter/jumper riders of all levels will benefit from the detailed riding 
instruction Teall provides from beginning to end.”
—Horse Illustrated

280 pp • 8 x 10 • 180 color photos, 15 diagrams 
$27.99 Kindle, Epub

Jump Course Design Manual
How to Plan and Set Practice Courses 
for Schooling Hunter, Jumper, and 
Equitation Riders
SUSaN D. TiNDER

Now you can create your own 
show-quality course at home! 
This highly illustrated  
i n s t r u c t i o n  m a n u a l 
explains—with the aid of 
hundreds of color photos, 
diagrams, and tables—the 
jump components used in 

different horse show divisions, how course designers select the 
tracks to be followed, and what factors make a course more or less 
difficult to ride. Includes 52 full course designs, 15 short courses, 35 
gymnastic exercise set-ups, and 15 grid lines.

“Very correct. Author Susan Tinder did an excellent job putting together 
a useful collection of courses.” —george Morris

“A very thoughtful and thorough manual to help anyone in all aspects 
of course design.” —geoff Teall, USEF “R” Judge

“An incredibly useful book...perfect for taking down to the ring...
perfect for anyone who does a lot of riding on her own or for the 
instructor who’s looking for some new ideas to spice up lessons.”  
—The Chronicle of the Horse

“If you’ve been struggling to set a rideable course, it might be wise 
to pick up a copy before you hurt your back moving standards for the 
umpteenth time.” —Practical Horseman

232 pp • 11 x 8 ½ • 140 color photos, 242 diagrams 
978 1 57076 560 5 • $34.95 spiral (see New Books & DVDs, p. 4)

Jumps, Etc.
Jumps, Dressage Arenas and Stable  
Equipment You Can Build
LiSa CamPBELL 

Combining Lisa Campbell’s clear 
directions and photos with Diann 
Landau’s illustrations, anyone with a 
little ambition and a few good tools can 
build the projects within these pages. 
Each project includes a ready-to-go-to-
the-store shopping list, detailed 
instructions and plans, and helpful 

photos. There are even tips on how you can customize projects using 
painting schemes or logos. 
96 pp • 7 ½ x 9 ½ • b/w photos and diagrams  
978 0 939481 56 9 • $27.95 hc
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Reflections on Riding and Jumping
Winning Techniques for Serious Riders 
WiLLiam STEiNKRaUS

A revised and updated edition of a classic 
work on horses and horsemanship by one 
of the most acclaimed riders in show 
jumping history.
“Steinkraus has become a legend in his own 
time...His command of writing and riding are 
at their best in this book...it should be read 
by all horsemen regardless of the discipline.” 
—The Chronicle of the Horse

“This book offers the mental fuel to stimulate hard work, as well as the 
tools to get the job done right...a wonderful tool on many levels and 
an inspiration on many others.” —Spur

240 pp • 6 x 9 • 115 b/w photos • 978 1 57076 043 3 • $22.95 pb, Kindle, Epub  

E V E N T I N g

life in the galloping lane
KaREN & DaViD o’CoNNoR with NaNCY JaffER

“…a fascinating look behind the scenes 
of the world’s most successful eventing 
team…This is an incredible journey, 
told with their trademark sense of 
humor, with honesty, and above all  
with their love of horses on display.”  
—Jim Wofford

“…an inspirational and informative 
look at the making of two great 

equestrians whose insights present sound technical pointers that make 
this an all-around great read.” —george Morris

216 pp • 6 ½ x 9 • 35 color, 25 b/w photos  
978 1 929164 24 0 • $15.95 hc

Modern Eventing with 
Phillip Dutton 
The Complete Resource—Training, 
Conditioning, and Competing  
in All Three Phases 
PHiLLiP DUTToN with amBER HEiNTzBERgER

This fabulously illustrated book 
covers training, conditioning, and 
competing in all three phases of 
events: dressage, cross-country, and 
show jumping. In addition, Dutton 
includes full chapters describing the 
special needs of the event horse, 
with tips and advice from the top 
experts who make up his 
internationally respected eventing 

team—his groom, his farrier, and his veterinarian. You’ll find 
guidance in everything from daily maintenance to braiding and 
turnout, and from hoof care and studs to common health issues and 
“vet box” care of your horse during competitions.

“A must-buy.” —Jim Wofford

“If you look at the top 50 riders in this country at any point in the last 
ten years, the majority of them have been influenced by the greatest 
trainer this country has ever seen. No one has matched in American 
history the number of advanced horses produced by Phillip and no one 
has come close to his record of USEA Rider of the Year twelve times.”  
—Boyd Martin, US Eventing Team Member

352 pp • 8 ¼ x 10 ¼ • 269 color photos, 11 line drawings 
978 1 57076 489 9 • $39.95 pb (see New Books & DVDs, p. 1)

D R I V I N g

Driving a Harness Horse
A Step-by-Step Guide—New Edition
SaLLiE WaLRoND

Produced as a stablemate to the 
author’s hugely successful Breaking a 
Horse to Harness, this invaluable book 
helps the novice driver learn the art of 
driving—from selecting a suitable 
vehicle and harness, to harnessing up 
and handling the reins.
“…a thorough and informative book 
on the sport of carriage driving, 
equipment, and training.”  

—The American quarter Horse Journal

“A beautiful and thorough book by a driving expert…both a useful 
guide to take to the stable and a lovely book for your coffee table…” 
—The Horsemen’s yankee Pedlar

192 pp • 7 ½ x 10 • 90 color, b/w photos, drawings 
978 1 908809 10 0 • $45.00 pb

W E S T E R N  S P O R T S

Reining Essentials
How to Excel in Western’s Hottest Sport
SaNDY CoLLiER with JENNifER foRSBERg mEYER

An indispensable guide of 
progressive training exercises for the 
reined cow horse from world 
champion and Cowgirl Hall of Fame 
Inductee Sandy Collier. 

“Using her years of experience 
and success in the training pen 
and show ring, Sandy dispels 
training myths and gives insight 

into the mind of the horse. Even if you never plan to compete in 
reining, you can use her methods to develop a well-broke horse for  
any sport.”   —Horse & Rider

“For those who need or wish to take their reining skills to a new level, 
this book is a ‘must read.’ No matter whether you are a recreational 
rider or a professional, there’s material in this guide that will improve 
your time in the saddle.” —Ride!

“Whether you are schooling a reiner for competition or just making a 
good all-around horse, this book is a real pleasure. It makes you want 
to get started right away so that you, too, can achieve these things.” 
—The American quarter Horse Journal

224 pp • 8 ¼ x 10 ¼ • 175 color photos, 25 drawings 
978 1 57076 407 3 • $26.95 pb

Rookie Reiner
How to Survive and Thrive in the Show Pen
HEaTHER CooK

“Whether you’re a total beginner or 
you’re ready to take your reining to the 
next level, this comprehensive book can 
help you perform your best in the show 
ring. An essential guide for reining 
newcomers!” —The Horsemen’s 
yankee Pedlar

240 pp • 8 ½ x 11 • 100 color photos, 30 
diagrams • 978 1 57076 414 1 • $19.95 pb 

Team Roping 101
The Complete Sport from Header to Heeler—
On the Ground, On Your Horse, On Target
KaYLa STaRNES endorsed by the USTRC

Are you ready to join the thousands of 
riders who already enjoy the sport of 
team roping? Here you’ll find the nuts-
and-bolts of the sport—terminology, 
rules, and regulations. Plus the 
lowdown on ropes, tack, and other 
equipment; what to look for in a horse; 
how to handle a rope;  and essential 
drills for the roping horse.

“Truly a must-have book for the arena roper, it touches on everything 
from equipment to horsemanship and care, learning and competing. 
It’s all here, and it’s a keeper.” –Working Ranch 

“This book will help you on your way to becoming a great team roper.” 
–Horse & Rider

168 pp • 8 ¼ x 10 ¼ • 150 color photos 
978 1 57076 471 4 • $24.95 pb

E N D U R A N C E

go the Distance
The Complete Resource for Endurance Horses
NaNCY S. LoViNg, DVm

“This book should be on every endurance 
and competitive trail rider’s shelf…you 
have one of the best veterinarians in the 
sport on-call for any endurance related 
question or concern.” 
—The Chronicle of the Horse

“This is a very good book. Loving covers 
equipment for the horse and rider, stable 
management and camp care techniques, 

and training, both for conditioning and schooling purposes. This book 
earns a blue ribbon and best condition.” 
—The American quarter Horse Journal

264 pp • 6 x 9 • 100 b/w photos, 22 drawings • 978 1 57076 342 7• $24.95 pb 

C A R E  & H E A lT H

All Horse Systems go
The Horse Owner’s Full-Color Veterinary 
Care and Conditioning Resource for Modern  
Performance, Sport and Pleasure Horses
NaNCY S. LoViNg, DVm

With over 500 color photographs, 
4,000 index entries, and chapters 
devoted to cardiovascular, 
respiratory, neurological, digestive, 
and reproductive health, as well as 
the hooves, bones, joints, tendons 
and ligaments, and skin, Dr. Loving 
provides a thorough understanding 
of the intricacies of the equine body.

“Dr. Nancy S. Loving does a great job of explaining simple and complex 
health issues and provides thousands of pictures and illustrations to 
make her point.” —Tack’n Togs

“It’s hard to imagine a question in equine management that is not at 
least touched upon…The book is simple enough for the average horse 
owner, yet full of details to instruct the most experienced handler or 
trainer.” —kentucky Equine Research Review

“All Horse Systems Go is the definitive book for people who ride!” 
—Horse Illustrated

632 pp • 8 x 10 • 516 color photos, 70 line drawings 
978 1 57076 332 8 • $45.00 pb   
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Back to Work
How to Rehabilitate or  
Recondition Your Horse
LUCiNDa DYER

“A useful book for anyone whose 
horse has taken time off as a result of 
injury or illness. With great expert 
advice from 11 veterinarians and 
equine professionals, you’ll learn how 
to get your horse back to his best.” 
—Horse & Rider

“No one has approached the topic 
quite the same as Dyer has, which is what makes Back to Work such a 
valuable book.” —Horse Illustrated

400 pp • 8 ½ x 9 ½ • 65 b/w photos 
978 1 57076 366 3 • $26.95 hc SALE: Now $19.99

Beyond Horse Massage
A Breakthrough Interactive Method for  
Relieving Soreness, Strain, and Tension
Jim maSTERSoN with STEfaNiE REiNHoLD

Jim Masterson, Equine Massage 
Therapist for the USET endurance 
team teaches a unique method 
of equine bodywork that  
helps you achieve a release of 
accumulated stress in deep-
seated key junctions of the 
horse’s body that affects 
mobility, comfort, attitude, 
training, and performance,  

as well as restores muscular and structural balance, and  
natural alignment.

“The reader can open doors to improved health, performance and 
communication.” —lone Star Horse Report

“The book starts with an introduction and overview to his method, and 
then breaks down each technique into several steps, with clear, concise 
instructions and several color photos. Masterson covers all the points 
on the body from head to tail.” —Horsemen’s yankee Pedlar

216 pp • 9 x 9 ¼ • 150 photos, drawings  
978 1 57076 472 1 • $32.95 hc spiral 

Caring for the Horse’s Teeth  
and Mouth
Solving Dental Problems and Improving 
Health, Comfort, and Performance
DR. CHRiS HaNNES

“This authoritative book offers an 
excellent, full-color guided tour of  
the equine oral cavity, leaving you  
with a better understanding of the  
anatomy and mechanics of the mouth.” 
— Northwest Rider

“Through its informative text, clear 
illustrations, and excellent quality color 
photos, the book presents essential 
facts we need to know to prevent and 

solve problems that could affect the entire horse. A very helpful and 
interesting book.” —Natural Horse

“From beginning to end, the book gives a well-rounded overview 
of everything a horse owner would need to know about the equine 
mouth and teeth. You owe it to your horse to read up on this subject.” 
—The Horsemen’s yankee Pedlar

160 pp • 7 ½ x 10 ½ • 264 color photos, 44 color drawings  
978 1 57076 412 7 • $35.00 hc

Concise guide to laminitis  
in the Horse
DaViD W. RamEY, DVm

Dr. Ramey breaks down the complex 
disease of laminitis into bite-size, 
comprehensible parts, helping owners 
formulate a rational approach to the 
prevention and treatment of the problem.
“...a well-written, easily understood 
approach for managing an often 
unpredictable disease.” 
—Western Horseman

“It is clear that Ramey is a true fan of the horse and that teaching 
through writing is something he does well...the well-written, friendly 
text is highly informative...”  —The Chronicle of the Horse

112 pp • 6 x 9 • 15 drawings 
978 1 57076 237 6 • $14.95 pb 

Concise guide to Medications, 
Herbs, and Supplements for  
the Horse
New, Revised Edition
DaViD W. RamEY, DVm

Dr. Ramey helps you understand the 
similarities and differences between 
hundreds of drugs, supplements, and herbal 
remedies. It contains an easy-to-use A to Z 
format, helpful referencing, and an index of 
trade names.

“[This book] is one of those books to have 
on hand when your veterinarian visits. 

By reading about a drug or supplement as it is being prescribed, 
you’ll be better informed and better able to ask questions.”   
—Horse Illustrated

208 pp •  6 x 9 
978 1 57076 365 6 • $14.95 pb

Concise guide to Navicular  
Syndrome in the Horse
New, Revised Edition
DaViD W. RamEY, DVm

With this guide, the concerned owner has 
Dr. Ramey’s help in understanding and 
participating in the diagnosis and 
treatment of this difficult condition.

“This book should be on your tack room shelf 
for reference…buy it, read it, and keep it 
for future study.” —The Horsemen’s 
yankee Pedlar

 112 pp • 6 x 9 • 18 drawings 
978 1 57076 227 7 • $14.95 pb

Concise guide to Respiratory  
Disease in the Horse
DaViD W. RamEY, DVm

“This excellent book will help any horse owner 
better understand common respiratory 
diseases…a very easy-to-read guide…”  
—Horse Connection

“…gives the horse owner a solid 
understanding of such equine health issues 
and a better grasp to implement his own 
veterinarian’s recommendations.”

 —Western Horseman

104 pp • 6 x 9 • 9 drawings  
978 1 57076 294 9 • $14.95 pb

Donkeys—Miniature, Standard, 
and Mammoth
A Veterinary Guide for Owners and Breeders
STEPHEN PURDY, DVm

Many people think of donkeys as simply 
horses with long ears, but they  
are not the same—genetically or 
anatomically. And, donkeys have 
different physiological and environ-
mental needs than horses. Dr. Purdy’s 
practical manual offers all one  
needs to know about donkey anatomy, 
behavior, diseases, breeding, and 
general husbandry. 

“The author provides an excellent review of the genetic, anatomic 
and behavioral differences between horses and donkeys, which horse 
owners and veterinarians should find extremely helpful.”  —JAVMA

176 pp • 7 ½ x 10 • 100 color photos  
978 1 57076 418 9 • $26.95 hc

Eco-Horsekeeping
Over 100 Budget-Friendly Ways You and 
Your Horse Can Save the Planet
LUCiNDa DYER

“From the simplest recycling techniques to 
sun and wind power, from basic water 
conservation to manure management, 
you’ll not only get the low-down on 
popular eco trends and techniques, you’ll 
find fantastic ideas you never thought of 
before….” —Northwest Rider

“Regardless of the size of your barn or 
the size of your wallet, you’re sure to find 

plenty of helpful alternatives to make your barn—and your farm—
the greenest place in the neighborhood: after all, green is the new 
black.” —Equestrian

“Assist your pocketbook as well as your planet by taking a look at this 
handy little book.” —Horses All

“Eco-Horsekeeping is a keeper. Read and learn how to keep yourself, 
your barn, your horse, and your pets healthy while fostering a 
sustainable environment.”  —Aiken Horse

168 pp • 6 x 9 
978 1 57076 416 5 • $16.95 pb

Hoof Problems
Hoof Construction ∙ Trimming and Shoeing  
Solutions for Common Issues and Ailments
RoB VaN NaSSaU

With over 800 color photographs and 
hundreds of meticulously labeled 
illustrations, as well as simple 
explanations of technical jargon and 
terminology, Hoof Problems is a 
fabulous educational tool for every 
horse person. 

“This book is for the curious intelligent 
reader looking for detailed approaches 

to the anatomy, function, diseases, and injuries of the hoof…
The layout is outstanding. The pictures are terrific…This book is a 
wonderful addition to my library and I’ll put it right next to my medical 
books. You should too. And don’t forget to give it to your farrier.” —
Michiganhorsesports.com 

“This book is one every horse owner should have. It is easy to 
understand and extremely well illustrated.” 
—Alaska Horse Journal

224 pp • 7 ½ x 10 ½ • 824 color photos, color artwork  
978 1 57076 382 3 • $45.00 hc 
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Horse Housing    
How to Plan, Build, and Remodel  
Barns and Sheds
RiCHaRD KLimESH & CHERRY HiLL

From finding the best building site to 
choosing stall latches, this book is 
chock full of information and how-to 
tips. It contains 17 plans and an 
extensive resource directory for 
locating services and products needed 
for barn construction.
 “... superbly written, well-organized, 
and handsomely illustrated...” 
—The gaited Horse

“If horses could review books, they’d give this one ‘two hooves up’…if 
you buy only one book about barns and barn construction, make it this 
one.” —Horse & Rider

216 pp • 8 ½ x 11 • 150 color photos, 17 plans, line drawings 
978 1 57076 650 3 • $29.95 pb  (see New Books & DVDs, p. 16)

The Horse’s Pain-Free Back and 
Saddle-Fit Book
Ensure Soundness and Comfort with Back 
Analysis and Correct Use of Saddles and Pads
JoYCE HaRmaN, DVm, mRCVS

 “…an excellent primer on saddle 
fit and the complications that arise 
from poor fitting tack…you need 
this book in your library…” 
—Horse Connection

“Thank goodness for The Horse’s 
Pain-Free Back and Saddle-Fit 
Book. Add [it] to your equestrian 

library. Your horse will thank you.” —USDF Connection

“Harman’s writing style is easy, engaging, and constructive and color 
photos, sketches, and diagrams amply illustrate the text…a good 
place to begin the quest to help your horse achieve more, comfortably.” 
—The Chronicle of the Horse

“…extremely beneficial…you will find The Horse’s Pain-Free Back 
and Saddle-Fit Book is a good tool for making your horse more 
comfortable, which ultimately improves your riding.” 
—Horse Illustrated

232 pp • 8 ½ x 9 • 170 color photos, 125 line drawings 
978 1 57076 292 5 • $32.95 pb 

Stretch Exercises for your Horse
The Path to Perfect Suppleness
KaRiN BLigNaULT

Occupational therapist and 
equestrian trainer Karin 
Blignault illustrates how the 
controlled stretching of muscles 
long used to enhance human 
athletic performance can also be 
applied to the horse to prevent 
injury, alleviate pain, and 
improve performance. 

“…invaluable in starting a 
stretching program.” —The Chronicle of the Horse

“…Blignault does a good job of simplifying warm-up exercises 
that help keep a performance horse sound and ready to work.”  
—Horse Illustrated

160 pp • 7 x 8 ½ • 60 color photos, 64 diagrams 
978 1 57076 665 7 • $29.95 hc spiral

Suffering in Silence
The Painful Truth of Saddles 
and Saddle-Fitting
JoCHEN SCHLEESE

Certified Master Saddler and Master 
Saddle Fitter Jochen Schleese 
explores the true purpose of the 
saddle as part of a symbiotic 
relationship between horse and 
rider. Through his own experiences, 
first as a rider and then as the 
youngest Master Saddler ever to be 
certified in Europe, Schleese has 
seen the good and the bad of saddle 
fitting the world over. Now he 

exposes the intricate details of both saddle form and fit that can 
enable a horse-and-rider team to perform their best or, as is sadly 
more often the case, hinder the rider’s balance and ability while 
wreaking havoc on the horse’s physical and mental health. 

208 pp • 6 ½ x 9 ½ • 224 photos, 41 illustrations 
978 1 57076 653 4 • $29.95 hc (see New Books & DVDs, p. 17)

The Western Horse’s Pain-Free Back 
and Saddle-Fit Book
Ensure Soundness and Comfort with Back 
Analysis and Correct Use of Saddles and Pads
JoYCE HaRmaN, DVm, mRCVS

The complete reference on saddle-fit 
and back health for Western 
disciplines. Dr. Joyce Harman explains 
how the horse’s conformation, the 
saddle’s construction, and the rider’s 
build must all be considered in order 
to keep the horse comfortable and 
performing. 

“I found this book absolutely fascinating…This is a book you can’t put 
down if you are interested in tack.”  
—The American quarter Horse Journal

“A wealth of saddle information for the Western—or any—rider.”  
—Natural Horse

248 pp • 8 ½ x 9 • 170 color photos, 125 illustrations 
 978 1 57076 389 2 ∙ $29.95 pb

Where Does My Horse Hurt?
A Hands-On Guide to Evaluating Pain and 
Dysfunction Using Chiropractic Methods
RENEE TUCKER, DVm

Introducing 27 simple body 
checkups you can do on  
your horse—a do-it-yourself 
method of determining WHEN 
and WHERE your horse hurts. 
Become familiar with your 
horse’s normal range of 
movement so you can prevent 
minor issues from becoming 
major, and stay in tune with 

areas of temporary or chronic discomfort so you can offer relief as 
needed. Plus, solve “mystery” or “phantom” lamenesses that come 
and go, and save thousands of dollars by avoiding expensive 
diagnostics that rarely get you answers.

“Looking for an easy-to-read guide to keeping your horse healthy 
and happy? Dr. Renee Tucker’s new book teaches you how to perform 
simple body checkups to make sure your horse is pain-free and 
performing to the best of his ability.” —Horse & Rider

“Excellent starting point for a horse owner to understand chiropractic 
methods and to help sort out a suspected physical problem.”  
—The Horse Journal

184 pp • 9 x 9 • 107 color photos, 30 illustrations 
978 1 57076 486 8 ∙ $26.95 hc spiral

H O R S E  P S yC H O lO g y

Empowered Horses
Learning Their Way through Independence, 
Self-Confidence, and Creative Play
imKE SPiLKER translation by KRiSTiNa mCCoRmaCK

Discover how to preserve your horse’s 
independence in a “human’s world” 
by giving your horse the physical and 
emotional “space” he needs.
“…Spilker’s book offers a wealth of 
information that can really change 
the way you understand your  
horse. And it’s all done in a very 
practical, straightforward, not-at-
all-New-Agey way. This is a book you 
should read with a highlighter in hand. 

If a horse could write a book, it would look something like this.”  
—The Horsemen’s yankee Pedlar

“This incredible book, beautifully translated, takes the reader to places 
few have found…. Informative, insightful, inspiring, enlightening, 
uplifting, and even entertaining, this delightful book is a joy, and a 
must have!” —Natural Horse

200 pp • 8 x 10 ½ • 272 color photos 
978 1 57076 413 4 • $29.95 hc

getting in TTouch  
with your Horse
How to Assess and Influence Personality, 
Potential, and Performance
New, Revised Edition
LiNDa TELLiNgToN-JoNES with SYBiL TaYLoR

Internationally recognized equine expert 
Linda Tellington-Jones shows you how to 
analyze your horse’s physical traits in 
order to determine his personality. Most 
importantly, she explains how you can 
develop a deeper bond with your horse. 
“The book is rich with nuances that will 
encourage a more rewarding relationship 
with your horse and it will prove 
particularly valuable for owners and 

trainers of multiple horses.” —Horses All

“If you missed it the first time around, now is your chance to grab this 
book!” —The Horsemen’s yankee Pedlar

204 pp • 7 x 10 • 103 color & 128 b/w photos, 112 drawings 
978 1 57076 415 8 • $22.95 pb, Kindle, Epub

Horse Profiling
The Secret to Motivating Equine Athletes
KERRY THomaS with CaLViN CaRTER

Already used by some of the 
leading racehorse training and 
breeding programs in the world, 
Kerry Thomas has now provided  
a book that explains this  
unique way of analyzing the 
psyche of equine athletes in  
order to help them perform their 
very best while living happy, 
contented lives.
“Kerry explains how it is possible to 

determine if a horse has what it takes inside him to make what he has 
on the outside great.”— lone Star Horse Report

“This book will help you unravel your equine athlete’s personality and 
needs.”—Horse Journal

184 pp • 8 ¼ x 10 ¼ • 114 color photos 
978 1 57076 508 7 • $29.95 hc, Kindle, Epub
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know you, know your Horse
An Intimate Look at Human  
and Horse Personalities—Identifying “Types”  
and Matchmaking to Ensure  
Long-Term Relationships
EUNiCE RUSH & maRRY moRRoW

Self-tests, quizzes, and charts to help 
you more accurately identify your own 
personality, as well as your current or 
prospective horse’s, so you can choose 
the right horse and train and ride him 
in a way that keeps both of you happy.

“Identifying personality has long 
served to improve client-customer 
relationships and increase sales in 

business, and it is from this practical realm that author Eunice 
Rush draws experience. In this innovative and interesting book, 
she joins with horse trainer Marry Morrow to apply this analysis 
to the complex world of choosing, training, and riding your horse.”   
—lone Star Horse Report

264 pp • 7 x 8 ½ • 978 1 57076 520 9  
$22.95 pb, Kindle, Epub  (see New Books & DVDs, p. 10)

What Horses Reveal
From First Meeting to Friend for Life
KLaUS fERDiNaND HEmPfLiNg

Klaus Ferdinand Hempfling explains 
the intricate body language of the 
horse and how humans can best 
interpret that language to 
determine a horse’s nature and 
behavior. Through hundreds of 
progressive photographs, Klaus 
Ferdinand Hempfling demonstrates 
the reading of equine expression 
and the corresponding human 
translation that promotes trust and 

gentle friendship. His methods can help equestrians approach 
relationships with their horses, be they new or old, in a way that 
promotes mutual understanding through physical expression, 
positive energy, and genuine emotion. By learning what to look for, 
one knows how to respond, and the process of training a horse 
becomes a journey rather than a struggle.

206 pp • 7 ½ x 10 ½ • 438 color photos 
978 1 57076 660 2 • $29.95 pb (see New Books & DVDs, p. 15)

What Horses Say
How to Hear, Help and Heal Them
aNNa CLEmENCE mEWS & JULiE DiCKER

True stories about an animal 
communicator and healer. Client 
interviews, case notes, and an 
interesting collection of survey 
questions and answers that were 
actually posed to a representative 
group of Dicker’s equine clientele 
provide “anecdotal evidence” of horses’ 
emotions and their ability to reason.

“The authors’ compassion and fresh insight have made this 
entertaining and practical book a delight to read, for anyone who 
loves horses.” —Natural Horse

“This book, which poses interesting ideas about the possibility of 
communicating with horses in hopes of keeping them healthier and 
happier, is something most animal lovers and owners wish for…
refreshing, interesting and applicable.” —Appaloosa Journal

240 pp • 6 x 9 • 15 b/w artworks 
978 1 57076 276 5 • $19.95 hc, Kindle, Epub

g O O D  R E A D S

Human to Horseman
A Journey of Discovery, Growth,  
and Celebration
RiCK LamB

Rick Lamb, creator and host of the 
popular TV and radio shows The Horse 
Show and The Horse Show Minute, passes 
along his hard-won wisdom. Includes an 
exclusive look at four years of the Road to 
the Horse colt-starting competition. 
“With his [Lamb’s] customary flair 
for telling a story, he shares the 
practical advice on riding, training, and 

horsekeeping that he’s learned from some of the most respected 
names in the industry: Clinton Anderson, John Lyons, Pat and Linda 
Parelli, Dr. Robert Miller, and others.” —Horse & Rider

208 pp • 7 x 10 • 27 color photos  
978 1 57076 394 6 • $11.95 hc  

lorenzo—The Flying Frenchman
The Amazing Man  
and His Remarkable Horses
LUiSiNa DESSagNE  
with photos by RoBiN HaSTa LUEgo

A portrait of a young 
horseman and his awe-
inspiring abilities as a 
horse trainer and stunt 
rider. Lorenzo and his 
horses are vividly captured 
in fabulous photos and 
fascinating text, complete 
with a candid look at his 

personal journey, from growing up in a horse-crazy family in 
France’s renowned Carmargue region to his appearances all over the 
world in front of massive audiences. 
“This lavishly illustrated book traces the career of a young Frenchman 
and his astonishing Lusitanos—even roman-riding as many as eight 
at a time.”  —lone Star Horse Report

“Like Lorenzo’s performances, the book presents him as some kind 
of mysterious, larger-than life being who has a special relationship 
with horses that mere mortals could never comprehend.”   
—The Horsemen’s yankee Pedlar

144 pp • 10 ½ x 8 ½ • 173 color photos  
978 1 57076 442 4 • $34.95 hc 

Meditation for Two
Searching for and Finding Communion  
with Your Horse
DomiNiqUE BaRBiER & KERoN PSiLLaS

This beautiful tribute offers suggestions 
for establishing a bond with horses that 
transcends that of “animal” and “master.” 
Along with gorgeous photographs and 
uplifting poetry, Dominique Barbier’s 
extraordinary ability to communicate 
with and improve the lives of horses and 
riders is revealed through a training 

philosophy steeped in gentleness and compassion.
“If you’re searching for answers and can’t get them from the equitation 
and training lessons we’ve all had drilled into us, or if you have a 
particularly challenging horse and are open to new approaches, you 
might find an answer in this book.” —Horse Journal

72 pp • 7 ¼ x 9 ¼ • 37 color, b&w photos  
978 1 57076 485 1 • $24.95 hc 

Riding Barranca
Finding Freedom and Forgiveness  
on the Midlife Trail
LaURa CHESTER

In this one-year journal, horsewoman 
and adventurer Laura Chester offers a 
glimpse into her world, which is 
deeply connected with the earth and 
its seasons, beauty, and sometimes 
even danger. The love between horse 
and rider is evident as Laura and her 
horse Barranca traverse the country. 
Full of emotion and visceral 
movement, in which forested hills and 
wide open grasslands become the 
trail of newfound experience, this 

personal account presents the horse as an intimate companion, 
mediator between soul and nature, and offers soul seekers a 
connection to their truer, more elemental selves.
“A memoir related to love of horses and the open trail...[the author] 
chronicles the wisdom gleaned from the back of a steed across states 
and foreign countries as she searches for understanding, reconciliation, 
and eventual acceptance of her familial relationships.” 
—Publishers Weekly

“A memoir that spans years and continents, all revealed with a calm 
rhythm, just as if you were on a trail ride, lost in thought.” 
—Rural Intelligence

256 pp • 6 x 9 • 104 black & white photos 
978 1 57076 578 0 • $16.95 pb, Kindle, Epub (see New Books & DVDs, p. 13)

The Smart Woman’s guide to 
Midlife Horses
Find Meaning, Magic, and Mastery 
in the Second Half of Life
mELiNDa foLSE

Many women are searching for a new 
passion and purpose, as well as a form of 
healthy exercise, and rediscovering 
horses is the perfect path to fulfillment. 
This unique book is the guide women 
need to get in the saddle—whether for 
the first time ever, or just the first time in 
a long time. They’ll find valuable advice 

to help them determine the best way to make horses a significant 
part of the rest of their life. 

“Ladies, this book has advice on every aspect of this mid-life adventure, 
from getting fit to choosing where, when and how to ride—and how 
to do it with your budget.” —Discover Horses

“I don’t know where else you might find such a practical resource guide 
and bibliography of books for finding your soul’s calling.” 
—Dressage Today

336 pp • 7 x 8 ½  
978 1 57076 466 0  • $22.95 pb, Kindle, Epub  

Women Are from Venus 
and So Are Their Horses
A Grown Man’s Musings  
on the Opposite Sex in the Saddle
mENNo KaLmaNN 
with illustrations by JEaNNE KLoEPfER

A hilarious insider’s view of the 
“struggles” of the male who is connected 
with a horse-loving female. Anyone who 
has spent any time in a relationship with 
either a horse, horsewoman, or long-
suffering man will delight in reading it, 
and laugh out loud at the charming 
cartoons that ring all-too-true.
 

98 pp • 6 x 9 • color cartoons throughout  
978 1 57076 468 4 • $16.95 pb, Kindle, Epub 
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R E F E R E N C E

Be a Smart Horse Buyer
A Guide to Avoiding Common Mistakes and 
Finding the Right Horse for You
BoB aViLa with SUE m. CoPELaND

Buying a horse can be fun and exciting—
and nerve-wracking and frustrating. No 
one knows this better than world famous 
professional horse trainer Bob Avila,  
who buys and sells horses all the time. 
With Avila’s take-along tips, checklists, 
test-ride guidelines, questionnaires, and 
recommendations for closing a sale, you’ll 

be well-armed and ready to take up the search for your next horse.

184 pp • 8 ½ x 11 • 150 color photos • 78 1 929164 41 7 • $24.95 pb

Draw Horses with Sam Savitt
Sam SaViTT

In this time-loved classic book 
of drawing instruction you will 
learn the secrets of Sam Savitt, 
America’s leading equine artist, 
as he shows how to draw parts 
of the horse, depict the horse in 
motion, and illustrate varieties 
of horse breeds and sports. 

96 pp • 11” x 8 ½” • drawings throughout  • 978 0 939481 83 5 • $29.95 pb

Horse Economics
A Personal Finance Guide for the Horse Owner
CaTHERiNE E. o’BRiEN, CPa

“O’Brien has achieved the near-
impossible, making finances 
interesting…Whether you are buying 
your first horse or running a horse-related 
business, there is a lot of information 
here.”  —The American quarter 
Horse Journal

“…this book does a great job of outlining 
all major expenses and teaching the reader how to plan for every 
possible financial scenario.”—Equestrian Network Magazine

“Although few people enjoy evaluating financial matters, O’Brien’s 
approach through the barn door provides the incentive to start such 
a project. The big benefit: You’ll probably end up more knowledgeable 
about your overall financial status as a result.” 
—Western Horseman

230 pp • 7 ¼ x 9  •  978 1 57076 319 9 • $19.95 pb, Kindle, Epub  

Photographing and  
“Videoing” Horses Explained:  
Digital and Film
The Horse Owner’s Manual for Portraits, 
Schooling Tools, Sales and Promotions
CHaRLES maNN

“Mann has taken the time and effort 
to produce a quality how-to book 
with very specific information for 
horse photographers. This book is 
good for the amateur who wants to 
take a successful picture of their own 
horse, but is also very helpful to the 
professional who wants horses to  

be his/her specialty. I highly recommend this book to anyone interested 
in improving their equine photography. I rate this book: A++.”   
—Apogee Photo Magazine

212 pp • 9 x 9 • 286 color photo •  978 1 57076 347 2 • $27.50 pb

Riding on the Autism Spectrum
The Miracle of Equine-Assisted Therapy
CLaUDiNE PELLETiER-miLET

Discover how Claudine Pelletier-Milet’s horses 
open doors for individuals with autism and 
autism spectrum disorders. Often at a speed 
that astounds parents and family members, 
her students begin to look up, speak out, and 
“own” themselves and their relationships with 
the horses and people around them.

192 pp • 6 ½ x 9 ½ 
978 1 57076 499 8 • $19.95 pb, Kindle, Epub  

Sport Horse Conformation
Evaluating Athletic Potential in Dressage, 
Jumping and Event Prospects
CHRiSTiaN SCHaCHT

In this highly illustrated book, veterinarian, 
judge, and sport horse breeding authority 
Christian Schacht provides methods for 
evaluating dressage, jumping, and eventing 
prospects based on recognizing proportions 
and lines.

“There are innumerable books on horse 
conformation, but this one stands out 

because of author Christian Schacht’s perspective.”   — Practical 
Horseman

“This book is intended by the author to help the expert with accurate 
description, the breeder with the selection of a mare’s mate, the 
veterinarian with easier diagnoses, and the judge to recognize the 
‘ideal.’ Amply illustrated with 171 color photos and diagrams, the book 
is divided into detailed section on horse evaluation tools, the overall 
appearance of the horse, the front end, the body, and the hind end.”
— lone Star Horse Report

144 pp • 6 ½ x 9 ½ • 171 color photos & color artwork 
978 1 57076 530 8 • $27.95 hc (see New Books and DVDs, p. 19)

The Ultimate English/Spanish  
Dictionary for Horsemen
maRia BELKNaP

Written specifically for horse people, this 
book covers topics and words that regular 
English-Spanish dictionaries might not, 
including horse health care, feeding, 
grooming, tack and equipment, and breeding 
terms. Includes more than 10,000 topically 
grouped word and phrase entries commonly 
used in the horse industry, regional variations, 
and a pronunciation guide.

300 pp • 6 x 8 ½ 
978 1 57076 521 6 • $22.95 pb, Kindle, Epub 

yO U N g  R E A D E R S

The Big Book of Hidden Horses 
Puzzles, Quizzes, Trivia and More 
DEBoRaH EVE RUBiN 

Includes crossword puzzles, acrostics, 
word searches, criss-crosses, cryptic 
quotes and a wonderful selection of 
equine trivia.

160 pp • 8 x 10 • b/w illustrations 
978 0 939481 76 7 • Ages 10 and up 
 $19.95 pb

Crown Prince
LiNDa SNoW mCLooN

Sarah Wagner has always dreamed of 
having a horse of her own. Suddenly, she 
finds her dream finally coming true with 
the gift of the racetrack rogue, Crown 
Prince, but keeping the beautiful and 
talented troublemaker proves to be a 
challenge. 

“This book will appeal not only to young 
beginner riders but also to older and 

more seasoned horse lovers. Everyone will enjoy Sarah’s strong-
willed determination to keep and succeed with the horse she loves.”  
— Practical Horseman 

“These are special books...engaging in their action, authentic in their 
detail, and first-rate in their direct appeal to the reader’s emotions.”  
— Maine Sunday Telegraph

“Solid reads for children who enjoy good stories.”  
— School library Journal

272 pp • 5 ½ x 8 • 978 1 57076 546 9 
Ages 12 and up • $9.95 pb, Kindle, Epub  (see New Books & DVDs, p. 13)

Crown Prince Challenged
LiNDa SNoW mCLooN

The second book in the exciting 
Brookmeade Young Riders series 
continues the adventures of Sarah 
Wagner and her former racetrack rogue, 
Crown Prince. Despite unexpected road 
blocks, Sarah and Crown Prince are 
considered rising stars, but hostility 
toward the pair doesn’t end with 
competition. Can Sarah and the horse she 
loves escape a deadly plot of revenge?

“Spiced with danger, thrills, injuries, poor judgment, treachery, 
disappointments...just like real life.” — DiscoverHorses.com

“With a myriad of horse facts written into the story, adolescent readers 
will find this book not only entertaining but educational as well.”  
— Equine Journal

“I enjoyed the first book so much that I went right on to 
the second, and now I’m hoping the author is working 
on the next one! I highly recommend these books!”  
— Susan Harris, author of the US Pony Club Manuals 
of Horsemanship

288 pp • 5 ½ x 8 • 978 1 57076 545 2 
Ages 12 and up • $9.95 pb, Kindle, Epub   (see New Books & DVDs, p. 13)

games for kids on Horseback
13 Ideas for Fun & Safe Horseplay
gaBRiELE KÃRCHER

From riding lessons to club events, 
the 13 games collected in this 
entertaining and safety-conscious 
book provide hours of enjoyment for 
young riders and their horses. It 
includes classic games that have 
been played in 4-H and United 
States Pony Clubs groups for 
decades: egg-and-spoon, sit-a-
buck, breakaway, and musical 

chairs, among others. The games are ideal ways to build horsemanship 
and reinforce specific riding skills such as starting and stopping, 
mounting and dismounting, balance, and steering—all while having 
fun with horses and friends..

32 pp • 8 ½ x 10 • 54 color photos • 978 1 57076 652 7 
Ages 6-10 • $15.95 hc (see New Books & DVDs, p. 8)
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How to Speak “Horse”
A Horse-Crazy Kid’s Guide to  
Reading Body Language, Understanding 
Behavior, and “Talking Back” with  
Simple Groundwork Lessons
maRKUS & aNDREa ESCHBaCH

Horse trainers Andrea and Markus 
Eschbach have created easy lessons 
in “horse speak” for horse-crazy 
kids. With a focus on groundwork 
that is safe and fun for children, this 
lovely book offers a one-of-a-kind 
introduction to the keys to natural 
horsemanship and how good 
communication can keep you safe in 
everything you do with your horse.

32 pp • 8 ½ x 10 • 104 color photos • 978 1 57076 532 2 
Ages 6-10 • $14.95 hc (see New Books & DVDs, p. 16)

My Horse, My Friend
Hands-On TTouch® Training for Kids
BiBi DEgN

Horse-loving kids will master essential 
skills for engaging with horses while 
also discovering the exhilaration and 
excitement of horse companionship. 
An emphasis on interacting with 
horses in a kind and gentle manner 
instills an important life lesson and 
promises years of fulfilling 
relationships with animals of all 

shapes, sizes, and temperaments.
“This colorful and eye-catching little book gives great insight to kids 
of all ages and the know-how to build a meaningful and respectful 
relationship with their horse.” –Horse & Rider

32 pp • 8 ½ x 11 • 64 color photos 
 978 1 57076 480 6 • Ages 6-10 • $14.95 hc

Tex
DoRiE mCCULLoUgH LaWSoN

“This introduction to working 
ranch life will captivate and 
inform young readers. It also 
paves the way for valuing jobs 
well done. Seventeen of the 
author’s charming photographs 
enhance the easy-to-read text. 
Her excellent knowledge of both 

horses and children shines through in a picture book meant to inspire 
young Western dreamers everywhere.” —Horses All

“If you have a little kid who is a little bit Western, or a little bit 
horsey, this book is for you. It is absolutely adorable, and it gets Five 
Flakes out of Five Flakes [Horse Radio Network’s highest rating] for 
a children’s book. Recommended as the best kid’s Christmas gift!”  
—Horse Radio Network

“The seriousness with which the book takes Tex’s role on 
the ranch validates children’s dreams and ambitions.”  
—Publisher’s Weekly 

“The photographs capture breathtaking natural beauty…This ode 
to the range emphasizes the enduring allure of the American West.” 
—kirkus Reviews

“An ideal book for little boys ages 2 and up is Tex…The books pages 
are filled with sharp, charming photographs of Tex on his days at the 
Ranch. Each of the 20 color photos is accompanied by a sentence that 
explains what Tex is up to, so is an easy book for children to learn to 
read.” —Mid-South Horse Review

44 pp • 11 x 10 • 17 color photos 
978 1 57076 501 8 • Ages 3-5 • $15.95 hc

The American Hunter/Jumper 
Forward Riding System
BERNiE TRaURig

 Acclaimed rider, coach, and clinician 
Bernie Traurig presentas a unique DVD 
series explaining the building blocks of 
the American Hunter/Jumper Forward 
Riding System, a system endorsed and 

taught by George Morris and 
advocated by the USHJA Trainer 
Certification Program. In Deveoping 
Perfect Position, Fundamentals 
of Flatwork, and The Controls of 
the Horse, Bernie shares step-by-
step exercises, on the flat and over 
fences, that are proven to bring 
succcess. The complete series 
includes a special introductory DVD 
on the history of the sport (see New 
Books & DVDs, p. 3).

Developing Perfect Position
68 minutes • DVD  
978 1 57076 669 5 • $39.95  

Fundamentals of Flatwork
154 minutes • 3 DVDs  
 978 1 57076 671 8 • $59.95

The Controls of the Horse
46 minutes • DVD • 978 1 57076 670 1 • $39.95

Complete Series
278 minutes • 6 DVDs • 978 1 57076 672 5 • $135.00

Anatomy in Motion
SUSaN HaRRiS & PEggY BRoWN

“Professionally done with good camera work and sound. A unique 
approach to explaining the ways in which horse and human anatomy 
interact and influence athletic ability.” —Western Horseman

Program 1: The Visible Horse

This fascinating DVD uses an actual painted 
horse to show in living color how horses’ 
bones and muscles work on the move. 
“Whether you are a seasoned horseman, an 
instructor, a rank beginner, or belong to 4-H 
or Pony Club, your time and money will not be 
wasted by this video.” 
—California Thoroughbred

“Very informative; cleverly produced.” —Natural Horse

52 minutes • DVD • 978 1 57076 313 7 • $39.95

Program 2: The Visible Rider™

A “Visible Rider” wearing a skeleton suit, 
demonstrates how a rider’s anatomy works 
in both English and Western riding. 
“This is truly a case where a picture is worth 
a thousand words. This video is a delight 
to watch.” —The American quarter 
Horse Journal

“Very helpful for understanding the rider’s 
influence on the horse.” —Natural Horse

48 minutes • DVD • 978 1 57076 314 4 • $39.95

D V D S

7 Clinics with Buck Brannaman
CEDaR CREEK PRoDUCTioNS

Filmmaker Cindy Meehl brings horsemen 
and horsewomen over 10 hours of 
never-before-seen instructional video 
comprised of unused footage from the 
several years she spent traveling around 
the country fliming Buck Brannaman’s 

clinics during the making of 
the award-winning feature 
film Buck. Viewers travel to 
several clinics to learn important 
groundwork and under-saddle 
techniques as taught by Buck 
Brannaman, including: hooking 
on, leading, halter work, bridling, 
saddling, backing up, working 
in circles and half-circles, using 

the flag, firming up; good riding form 
and position, finding the release and a 
soft feel, attaining collection, moving 
off the leg, riding serpentines, “getting 
the life up” (finding animation), 
perfecting the stop, backing up; turn-
on-the-haunches, transitions, jumping, 

and finding the feel. The series also includes ways to solve 
common problems, including crowding, biting, striking, fidgeting, 
rushing, anxiousness and sensitivity, and bad attitudes. The final 
DVD offers Buck’s advice, tips, and ideas about working with, riding, 
and training horses, as he best tells it—forthright, honest, and 
with the integrity the world has come to expect of one of the finest 
horsemen of our time.

“With over 10 hours of clinics from an acclaimed trainer, this is a DVD 
set you will watch over and over again!” — Equine Journal 

“Brannaman’s message from the documentary rings true in the seven-
disc package: Do better by the horse in order to do better in life.”  
— Western Horseman

“The instruction here is excellent.”  — library Journal

Set One
Discs 1 & 2: Groundwork
141 minutes • 978 1 57076 587 2 • $49.95

Set Two
Discs 3 & 4: Lessons on Horseback
184 minutes • 978 1 57076 588 9 • $49.95

Set Three
Discs 5, 6 & 7: Lessons on Horseback, Problem-Solving,  
Words of Wisdom
237 minutes • 978 1 57076 589 6 • $59.95

Complete Series
Discs 1–7 • 145.00 (see New Books & DVDs, p. 2)
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Classical Dressage
PHiLiPPE KaRL

 French trainer Philippe Karl believes basic 
knowledge of equine anatomy, motion, 
balance, and psychology enables the 
rider to get the best from any horse 
without using force or training gadgets 

(such as side reins, running reins, etc.) 
His four-part DVD series begins with 
training basics and takes you to the 
“peak of collection,” including 
pirouettes, piaffe and passage, and 
the Spanish Walk. Viewers will follow 
horses as they progress through his 
training program. 

Part 1: 
School of the Aids

46 minutes • DVD  
4260000131067 • $49.95  

Part 2: 
School of Gymnastics

46 minutes • DVD  
4260000131074 • $49.95

Part 3:  
School of Dance

46 minutes • DVD • 4260000131081 • $49.95

Part 4: Training Progress One Year Later

57 minutes • DVD • 4260000131449 • $49.95

Classical Schooling
Parts 1 & 2
KaLmaN DE JURENaK

Hungarian trainer Kalman de Jurenak 
begins his two-part DVD with the 
importance of establishing the basic paces. 
Included is a list of possible training 
problems and how to solve them in order to 
attain a harmonious performance between 
horse and rider.  

 2-DVD Set • 100 minutes  
4260000132736 • $49.95  

Classical versus Classique
CHRiSToPH HESS & PHiLiPPE KaRL

This DVD includes the heated debate 
between French instructor Philippe Karl and 
Christoph Hess when they met in person to 
discuss their individual points of view 
regarding the proper training of the 
dressage horse. With the help of this DVD, 
everybody can form their own opinion as to 
what “classical” riding really is.

130 minutes • DVD • 4260000132217 • $45.00  

Balance in Movement
The Seat of the Rider
SUSaNNE VoN DiETzE

The art of successful riding is the 
development of harmony to such a degree 
that, to the onlooker, horse and rider 
perform in total unity. Balance in Movement 
shows how to develop this unity, as well as 
why and where problems and faults occur in 
the rider’s position. If you’ve read the book, 
now see the DVD! 

“...appealing and educational...definitely recommended.” 
—The American quarter Horse Journal

“…provides the beginner or advanced rider with many helpful 
suggestions on how to improve their riding seat…not only excellent 
for riders but also a good refresher course for instructors…” 
—Dressage Today

40 minutes • DVD • 978 1 57076 258 1 • $29.95 

Balance in Movement 2
Riding with Light Aids
SUSaNNE VoN DiETzE &  
iSaBELLE VoN NEUmaNN-CoSEL

Based on the understanding that the rider’s 
seat is a dynamic balance in the horse’s 
movement, this DVD gives in-depth advice 
for learning and applying effective and 
correct aids, from basic to more advanced 
work, and including a wide range of detailed 
suggestions for daily training at every level 
of riding. An ideal source of ideas for every 
rider and trainer.

43 minutes • DVD • 978 1 57076 538 4 • $29.95

Basic Training for Riding Horses
iNgRiD KLimKE

 In Klimke’s three training DVDs, the 
Olympic champion shares her key ideas  
for the successful training of horses. The 
main components of her training  
method include dressage exercises to 

improve suppleness and collection; 
pole work (cavalletti); lower level 
jumping obstacles; and basic training 
for cross-country.  

Volume 1:  
The Four-Year-Old Horse

 90 minutes • DVD  
4260000132521 • $49.95  

Volume 2:  
The Five-Year-Old Horse

91 minutes • DVD • 4260000132538 • $49.95

Volume 3:  
The Six-Year-Old Horse

92 minutes • DVD • 4260000132545 • $49.95

Beyond Horse Massage
Introducing the Masterson Method™

Jim maSTERSoN
Jim Masterson, Equine Massage Therapist 
for the USET Endurance Team teaches a 
unique method of equine bodywork.  
In this  DVD he helps you achieve a  
release of accumulated stress in deep-
seated key junctions of the horse’s body 
that affects mobility, comfort, attitude, 
training, and performance, as well as  
 restores muscular and structural balance,  
and natural alignment. 

“This beautifully produced DVD takes the viewer through an 
enlightening Masterson Method session performed by Jim on a live, 
responsive horse.... This is a kind of bodywork that almost anyone can 
perform, and from which all horses can benefit.” —Natural Horse

70 minutes • DVD • 978 1 57076 536 0 • $34.95  

Centered Riding 
SaLLY SWifT

 “Whether you are a dressage rider, 
equitation specialist or recreational 
trail rider, Swift’s techniques will not 
only improve your riding, but most 
likely your relationship with your 
horse. These DVDs are a must see.” 
—Horse Connection

Program 1
Sally Swift covers the basic Centered 

Riding concepts, showing the relationship between the rider and the 
motion of the horse.
“Makes a great companion to the Sally Swift book of the same title…. 
Swift is an excellent teacher who holds your attention, both with her 
unusual voice and superb imagery…. If you enjoyed the book, you’ll 
love the video!”—The lariat

60 minutes • DVD • 978 1 57076 315 1 • $39.95 

Program 2
Sally Swift applies her techniques to the sitting trot, circles, canter, 
lateral work, and jumping. 

60 minutes • DVD • 978 1 57076 316 8 • $39.95

Circus School
BEa BoRELLE

Part 1
  In Part 1 of Circus School, Borelle 

demonstrates basic exercises and tricks 
with different obstacles. Her focus is tricks 
with a humorous turn, as well as some of 

the classics. 

49 minutes • DVD  
4260000132194 • $39.95  

Part 2 
In Part 2, Borelle demonstrates more 
challenging tricks, including work with 
different obstacles.  

 44 minutes • DVD  
4260000132200 • $39.95 
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Dressage for Jumpers
A Training Session with the Master
gEoRgE moRRiS

Join George Morris, former Chef d’Equipe 
of the US Show Jumping Team, as he 
demonstrates his favorite dressage 
exercises as they apply to jumping sports. 
In this schooling session, George uses his 
system of training on the flat and over 
fences to produce a relaxed, supple, and 
attentive equine partner.

38 minutes • DVD • 978 1 57076 673 2   
$39.95  (see New Books & DVDs, p. 3)

Dressage in Detail
DR. REiNER KLimKE

 Dr. Reiner Klimke, winner of six Olympic 
gold medals, shows how to problem-
solve common issues when training 
horses at the lower levels. Every rider 
who aims to compete will benefit from 

his methods and will find valuable 
inspiration for everyday training. The 
three-part DVD series teaches 
training methods for the four- to six-
year-old horse. It begins with the use 
of snaffle bit with simple relaxation 
exercises and moves to starting work 
in the double bridle. 

Part 1
36 minutes • DVD • 4260000132408 • $45.00  

Part 2
 52 minutes • DVD • 4260000132415 • $45.00

Part 3

50 minutes • DVD • 4260000132422 • $45.00

Dressage Movement Revealed
Biomechanical Concepts and Bodywork— 
Using the Masterson Method
Jim maSTERSoN with SUSaN HaRRiS, BETSY STEiNER 
& CoRaLiE HUgHES

The creator of the Masterson Method 
brings you a new instructional DVD that 
addresses the unique expectations and 
demands put on the horse’s physiology 
as he moves up through the different 
levels and movements of dressage. 
Here you discover what goes on with 
the horse’s body during dressage 
training, enabling riders and trainers to 
recognize when a horse may be 

developing physiological issues. Specific Masterson Method 
bodywork techniques are shared to help riders meet the unique 
demands on the dressage horse.

160 minutes • 2 DVDs • 978 1 57076 677 0  
$45.00 (see New Books & DVDs, p. 11)

Coming Together
Use Body Language to Establish Leadership, 
Friendship, and Trust
KLaUS fERDiNaND HEmPfLiNg

The author of the best-selling Dancing 
with Horses returns to further explain the 
intricate body language of the horse in 
this DVD. Hempfling demonstrates how 
his intense level of body awareness helps 
him establish a connection and method of 
communication with horses.
“…Hempfling’s methods can work magic.” 
—Western Horseman

“…excellent production. Highly recommended—a must-see.” 
—Natural Horse

50 minutes • DVD • 978 1 57076 291 8 • $39.95 

Competition Driving
fRaNK LüTz

 In this DVD series well-known driving 
experts explain exactly how a training 
session should be structured. Marathon 
training and focused work on a cones 
course is covered, as is the licensing 

requirements and entry details for 
this competitive equestrian sport.  

Part 1: Preparation and 
Training of the Horse

 50 minutes • DVD  
 4260000131210 • $39.95  

Part 2: Basic Schooling 
for Dressage, Marathon, and 
Obstacle Driving

 52 minutes • DVD • 4260000131234 • $39.95

Part 3: Advanced Training for         
                            Horse and Driver

                                                    50 minutes • DVD • 4260000131258 • $39.95

Connected Riding & groundwork
PEggY CUmmiNgS

The aim of rider, trainer, and internationally 
renowned clinician Peggy Cummings’ 
Connected Riding system is to attain a 
well-balanced riding position via the use of 
visualization techniques and by analyzing 
your own mistakes in posture and 
movement. The rider learns to support the 
horse’s movement rather than inhibit it, 
and prepare the horse for communication 

and collection before he is ridden. 

50 minutes • DVD • 4260000132026 • $45.00

Cor de la Bryère
Holstein’s Greatest Stallion of a Century
JaN ToNJES

This DVD tracks Cor de la Bryèr’s career, 
which today is represented in 80 percent of 
all Holstein pedigrees. Learn who 
discovered this exceptional stallion and 
where he is now as the people who 
surrounded this horse offer insight into his 
incredible career. 

42 minutes • DVD • 4260000132774 • $35.00

Dancing with Horses
The Art of Body Language
KLaUS fERDiNaND HEmPfLiNg

Charismatic European trainer Klaus 
Ferdinand Hempfling shares his unique 
method of training horses from the 
ground using psychology and body 
language—work he thinks of as “dancing 
with the horse.”

“…a DVD that takes your breath away on 
many levels. It’s a beautifully filmed and 
very well done DVD… Watching Klaus with 

horses is art in motion.”  —The Pony Press

50 minutes • DVD • 978 1 57076 339 7 • $39.95 

Design, Building & Riding the  
Show Jumping Course
oLaf PETERSEN

In this DVD, international course designer 
and technical delegate Olaf Petersen offers 
tips and inspiration for show jumpers and 
course builders of all levels with the 
assistance of Ludger Beerbaum. Viewers 
are introduced to the various types of 
course design and offered insight into 
design of combinations, distances, water 
jumps, design of lines for speed events and 

jump-offs, fence decoration, and improved safety.

“This DVD will be particularly useful for a horseperson wanting to try 
his or her hand at course designing or a rider looking for an advantage 
in competition.” — Practical Horseman 

46 minutes • DVD • 978 3 939547 94 5 • $45.00 

Donnerhall
Private Pictures of a Monument
JaN ToNJES

Do you know who Donnerhall is? These 
days, it seems everybody does—that 
marvelous chestnut horse with his 
impressive stallion neck; a World Team 
Champion, and the most successful 
dressage horse in 1994. But perhaps you 
don’t know the background of his pedigree, 
or that his breeder was anything but happy 
when he saw “little Donnerhall” for the first 
time when he was born. This DVD gives 

unique insight to Donnerhall’s life and breeding. You will see this 
legend “incognito” at home, as well as in “full dress” during 
performances on the international level.  

53 minutes • DVD • 4260000132767 • $39.95

Dressage Explained
Part 1: The Secret of a Successful Halt
REiNHaRT KoBLiTz

A successful halt is the key to good riding. 
But while it is often used and practiced, it 
remains surrounded by uncertainty and 
misunderstanding. So, how do you get the 
perfect “halt”? What does “sit back and 
deep in the saddle” mean, anyway? At last, 
these questions, and many more are 
answered in this terrific series featuring 
both Olympic champion Ingrid Klimke and 

well-known physiotherapist Helle Kathrine Kleven, explaining 
biomechanical reactions to the aids during a halt.

44 minutes • DVD • 978 3 939547 92 1 • $45.00 
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The Half Halt—Demystified! 
JaNE SaVoiE

  “Savoie provides the password that 
opens the secret door to the half-
halt.” —Dressage & CT

“Clear, brief introductory statements 
preface each segment, followed 
by bullet points outlining the key 
concepts to be shown, and then a 
visual demonstration under saddle 
for a user-friendly approach to an 
often confusing concept.” 

 —Horse Illustrated

Part 1: Learning the Half Halt
Savoie breaks down the half halt into its individual elements and 
shows the rider why and how to use it.

45 minutes • DVD • 978 1 57076 358 8 • $39.95

Part 2: Putting Your Horse on the Bit
Now that the rider has learned why and how to ride a half halt, Savoie 
goes further and discusses exactly when to use the half-halt aid.

45 minutes • DVD • 978 1 57076 359 5 • $39.95

Hangbahn Training 
KURD aLBRECHT VoN ziEgNER

Hangbahn is a German term that means 
“sloped arena”. Hangbahn Training is an 
ideal training system outside of the arena, 
on landscape that challenges both horse 
and rider and helps them to excel in any 
riding discipline. 

DVD • 45 minutes • 978 3 939547 93 8 • $45.00

His Majesty the Friesian
PETRa VaN DEN HEVVEL

 An international portrait gallery of some of 
the finest Friesian stallions in the world. The 
Royal Friesian Horse Studbook measures its 
stallions by very strict regulations before 
they qualify for breeding purposes.

Part 1
In Part 1, meet the Friesian stallions 
stationed in Europe, descending from 
Age, Ritske, and Jarich, and learn how 
they are related.

57 minutes • DVD • 4260000131791 • $39.95  

Part 2
In Part 2, meet the Friesian stallions 
stationed in Europe, descending from Mark 
232 Preferent, son of Tetman.

58 minutes • DVD • 4260000131807 • $39.95

Part 3
Part 3 presents Friesian stallions selected in 1997, 1998, and 1999 by 
the Studbook. In addition, the stallion Sander 269 is discussed, as he 
returned to Europe after several years in the United States.

56 minutes • DVD • 4260000131814 • $39.95

Dressage Training
Volumes 1–10
DR. REiNER KLimKE

Dr. Reiner Klimke was one of the world’s 
most renowned dressage masters of the 
twentieth century. His 10-part video 
series from the 1980s is legendary. The 
many times World and Olympic 

Champion explains and demonstrates 
the correct training of horses according 
to classical principles—sound, simple, 
and trick-free. Now the entire series is 
available on DVD.

Volumes 1–3:  
From Novice to  
Elementary Level

82 minutes • DVD 
 97893939547785 • $49.95  

Volumes 4–6:  
From Medium to  
Advanced Level

104 minutes • DVD 
 97893939547792 • $49.95

Volumes 7 & 8: From Prix St. Georges  
to Intermédiaire II 

70 minutes • DVD • 9783939547808 • $49.95

Volumes 9 & 10: The Work of the  
Grand Prix Horse

77 minutes • DVD • 9783939547905 • $49.95

The Driving Certificate
fRaNK LüTz

This two-part DVD is an absolute necessity 
for driving newcomers. It offers information 
about basic driving training and driving 
knowledge. You will learn about 
conformation and appropriate equipment 
as well as how to hold the reins and how to 
drive with multiple horses. 

100 minutes • DVD • 4260000131050 • $49.95

Elegant Dressage
aNJa BERaN

 Gracefulness, aesthetics, harmony, and 
ease are the fascinating result of Anja 
Beran’s training methods. She starts 
with a physical evaluation of the  
horse’s weaknesses and asymmetries, 

and continues with specific exercises 
to improve his body shape and 
muscle tone. 

Part 1: The Art of  
Classical Dressage Training

89 minutes • DVD  
4260000132040 • $49.95  

Part 2: Basic Training Provides 
a Solid Foundation

82 minutes • DVD • 4260000132507 • $49.95

Part 3: Schooling of Advanced Level Exercises

87 minutes • DVD • 4260000132514 • $49.95

English Saddles
How to Fit: Pain-Free
JoYCE HaRmaN, DVm

Dr. Joyce Harman, veterinarian and 
renowned saddle-fitting expert, explains 
how a horse will perform better 
transitions, jump higher and wider, and 
remain sound longer when his saddle 
accommodates his conformation. Learn 
why saddle fit matters to both horse and 
rider; how to evaluate an English saddle, 
off and on the horse; proper use of saddle 

pads; how to work with challenging conformation types; and more.
“Like her book, Dr. Joyce Harman’s DVD is filled with excellent 
information that every English rider needs for evaluating saddle fit…
Before you go shopping for your next English Saddle—or before you 
tack up for your next ride—watch English Saddles: How to Fit Pain-
Free. No matter your riding level, you’re sure to pick up some pointers.” 
—Horse Illustrated

45 minutes • DVD • 978 1 57076 340 3 • $29.95

Form Follows Function  
with Cynthia Hankins
CYNTHia HaNKiNS

First on the flat and then over fences, USEF 
“R”-rated judge Cynthia Hankins discloses 
the common position faults she encounters 
and presents the correct, classical form 
of the American Hunter/Jumper Forward 
Riding System, endorsed and taught 
by George Morris and advocated by the 
USHJA Trainer Certification Program.

40 minutes • DVD • 978 1 57076 667 1  
                                                        $29.95 (see New Books & DVDs, p. 3)

gaits from god
Discover the Secrets to Owning and Riding 
Gaited Horses in 3 DVDs
BRENDa imUS

This one-of-a-kind three-DVD set is the 
most comprehensive instructional 
overview of gaited horses ever produced. 
Brenda Imus, the world’s most widely 
recognized authority on the subject of 
gaited riding horses, teaches viewers the 
ins-and-outs of: hoof trimming and 
shoeing; appropriate bitting; correct 
saddle fit; the gait “spectrum”; 

conformation; equitation; gait-improving techniques; ways to deal 
with behavior and training problems; and more.
“Gaits from God fills the void for riders searching for information on 
owning and working with gaited horses…The set is sure to provide 
any viewer with important tips from basic training on up.” 
—The Aiken Horse

Volume 1: Bitting, Trimming, and Equitation

75 minutes • DVD

Volume 2:  
Understanding Gaits and Conformation

51 minutes • DVD

Volume 3: Gait Training and Problem Solving

79 minutes • DVD 
3-DVD Set • 978 1 57076 350 2 • $119.95
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long-Reining
WiLfRiED gEHRmaNN

Work from the ground allows the handler to 
observe and correct the horse’s way of going 
without the encumbrance of a rider. This 
enables the horse to find his own balance and 
rhythm, and become more supple. This 
comprehensive DVD includes valuable advice 
on: handler position on the circle, changing 
direction, and whip handling; equipment, 

types of reins and whips; starting a horse in long reins for the first time; 
long reining the driving horse; work over cavalletti and progressing to 
jumping a single fence; reschooling difficult or problem horses; 
collection; and much more.

51 minutes • DVD • 4260000131012 • $45.00

The Modern Horseman’s
Countdown to Broke
Real Do-It-Yourself Horse Training
in 33 Comprehensive Steps—4-DVD Set
SEaN PaTRiCK

That’s right! The gimmick-free training 
program that is sweeping the nation is 
now available on DVD! Sean Patrick has 
taken a horse through all 33 steps of his 
easy-to-use Countdown, this time in “real 
time” right before your eyes. Whether 
you’re starting a green horse, or starting 
over with a longtime partner, his clearly 
explained lessons on the ground and in the 

saddle will make progressing as a horse-and-rider team not only 
possible, but a real pleasure.  Sean Patrick’s goal is to make you a 
better horse trainer, and this 4-DVD set—the perfect complement 
to his book by the same name—is another remarkable tool to do 
just that.
“...it all almost looks too easy...An excellent basic Western horse 
training program.”  —library Journal

4-DVD Set • Each DVD 120 minutes • 978 1 57076 477 6 • $79.95 

Motivation of Dressage Horses
RiCHaRD HiNRiCHS

Renowned classical rider Richard Hinrichs 
demonstrates his very effective methods 
for motivating horses. Hinrichs’ methods 
include the use of positive reinforcement, 
relaxation and stretching, and special 
collecting exercises. Included are various 
suggestions for improving demanding 
training sessions so they are no longer just 
 “work,” but also an opportunity for horse 
and rider to enjoy each other. 

50 minutes • DVD • 4260000132224 • $49.95

Movement Awareness for Riders
ECKaRT mEYNERS

In this DVD you will discover that it is 
amazingly simple to improve your riding 
skills. Athletic trainer Eckart Meyners has 
developed an exercise program with the 
knowledge that most riders are tense and 
transfer this negative tension to their horse. 
You will find Meyners exercises have an 
amazing impact in removing rider (and 
therefore, horse) tension, blockages, 

rigidity, and muscular imbalance. 

70 minutes • DVD • 4260000132378 • $45.00

Hit It Off with your Horse!
Understanding and Influencing 
Character and Personality
LiNDa TELLiNgToN-JoNES

Tellington-Jones discusses 17 horses’ facial 
features and body type, commenting on 
behavior that typically accompanies specific 
traits and how the owner can then be aware 
of—and work with—such tendencies.
“…a DVD that may have you looking at your 
horse in a whole new light.” 
—Horse & Rider

“…armed with this knowledge, horse owners can check out their own 
horses’ types and tendencies or those of a prospect and thwart, or at 
least be aware of, certain inclinations before they become potentially 
dangerous behavioral problems.” —Western Horseman

54 minutes • DVD • 978 1 57076 289 5 • $24.95

Horse Agility
A Step-by-Step Introduction to the Sport
VaNESSa BEE

Vanessa Bee, founder of the International 
Horse Agility Club, brings the concepts she 
introduced in her international bestseller The 
Horse Agility Handbook to DVD. Based on the 
same concepts as the ever-popular Dog 
Agility competitions, Horse Agility offers 
horse lovers everywhere the opportunity to 
put all the groundwork they’re doing to good 
use in a fun, active, competitive environment. 

Beginning on a lead rope and progressing to working through, under, 
and over obstacles “free,” or at liberty, Horse Agility engages the horse 
in an activity that helps him think and problem-solve while enjoying his 
training time. Horse Agility is appropriate for people of any age or size, 
and allows those who may not want to rid to spend time with other 
like-minded individuals in a fun, horse-oriented setting.

95 minutes • DVD • 978 1 57076 634 3 • $29.95

If Horses Could Speak
How Incorrect “Modern” Riding Negatively Af-
fects Horses’ Health
DR. gERD HEUSCHmaNN

This provocative film is based on the best-
selling book Tug of War: “Modern” versus 
Classical Dressage—a book that shook the 
equestrian industry upon its initial release 
around the world. Now, you can take a step 
further into the examination of the horse’s 
“riding experience” and with the help of 
amazing three-dimensional animation, see 
just how specific kinds of movement and 

posture impact the horse’s skeleton and musculature. 

75 minutes • DVD • 978 1 57076 443 1 • $59.95 

In the World of Friesians
PfERDia TV

A breeding portrait on DVD, shot in the 
Netherlands and in Germany in 1993, this 
video examines the carefully established 
breeding plans and strict selection principles 
of The Royal Friesian Horse Studbook. 
Viewers will visit breeding farms and see 
promising youngsters and famous stallions, 
including a visit with the legendary (now 
deceased) stallion Hearke. A special 

highlight of the DVD is a daily report about the Royal Marstall in The 
Hague where Friesian horses serve faithfully in line of duty even today.

45 minutes • DVD • 4260000132781 • $45.00

In-Hand Work
For Young Dressage Horses
fRiTz STaHLECKER

 With his exceptional Hand-Saddle-Hand 
(HSH) Method, Fritz Stahlecker shows how 
by working in-hand, the young horse learns 
basic exercises without the rider’s weight on 

his back and without a bit in his mouth. 
Using Stahlecker’s method, when the 
horse is backed at the age of four, he will 
already know the under saddle exercises 
and will have developed the necessary 
muscles to carry a rider. All those who 
prefer to focus on aesthetics and 
creativity rather than the use of force and 
strength when training dressage 

       horses will love this DVD series.
Part 1: Basics
58 minutes • DVD • 4260000132132 • $49.95  

Part 2: Advanced Work
58 minutes • DVD • 4260000132149 • $49.95

The Joy of Dressage 
UTa gRÄf & fRiEDERiKE HEiDENHof

International dressage trainer and 
competitor Uta Gräf has sage advice to 
share: “Allow your horse to be a horse.” This 
new series of DVDs impart her knowledge 
on motivating horses, training riders, and 

achieving competitive success with her 
guiding principle as the foundation. 
(See New Books & DVDs, p. 14.)

Part 1: Motivating the 
Horse

The joy of riding for people is 
finding pleasure from being 
around horses and meeting 

personal goals. Imparting the pleasure 
of this joint endeavor to one’s horse 
should be paramount and a rider’s most 
important goal. Uta shares insight on 
how to motivate horses to participate  
happily in the partnership.  

                                                       80 minutes • DVD • 978 3 95499 003 0 • $49.95 

Part 2: Training the Rider

Riding with motivation and enthusiasm are important 
prerequisites to creating a partnership that is equally pleasurable 
for the horse. Uta offers essential guidance for riders on becoming 
a good partner to the horse.
80 minutes • DVD • 978 3 95499 004 7 • $49.95 

Part 3: Competitive Success

For many riders, the ultimate joy of riding is success in competition. 
Here Uta gives insights into her methods for preparing and 
beginning to compete, built on training that respects the horse and 
allows him as natural and happy a live as possible.
60 minutes • DVD • 978 3 95499 005 4 • $49.95 
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Nine Pilates Essentials  
for the Balanced Rider
A Magic Circle Workout
JaNiCE DULaK 

Following up her popular book and DVD 
Pilates for the Dressage Rider,  Pilates 
instructor and dressage rider Janice Dulak 
breaks down the body into nine essential 
“parts” that are the key to “speaking” to your 
horse with sophistication and eloquence. 
She provides riders a workout using the 
“Magic Circle” exercise ring that targets and 

trains these specific and very important muscles and muscle groups 
in ways that will instantly apply to their riding.

“Riders get a workout for specific muscle groups that will instantly 
apply to their riding.” —lone Star Horse Report 

 “If you’re looking to improve your seat, this DVD can help!”  
— Equine Journal 

“…there are plenty of other Pilates programs out there, but I think 
this one has an edge, zeroing in on the rider’s biomechanics, which link 
to the horse’s and his balance, which is what dressage is all about.”  
—Dressage Today

57 minutes  •  978 1 57076 582 7 • $29.95 (see New Books & DVDs, p. 8)

Pas de Deux / Pas de Trois / Magic of 
Classical Dressage

Three celebrated videos, featuring unique 
and unforgotten dressage events captured 
forever and now on DVD: Pas de Deux 
features Anne-Grethe Jensen on Marzog 
and Dr. Reiner Klimke on Ahlerich. Pas de 
Trois is a dance of the formerly three most 
famous dressage horses of the world under 
the most famous dressage riders of the 

world: Christine Stückelberger with Gaugin de Lully, Dr. Reiner 
Klimke with Ahlerich and Margit Otto-Crepin with Corlandus. Magic 
of Classical Dressage shows some of the 20th century’s best dressage 
riders in brilliant slow-motion replays and Dr. Reiner Klimke and 
Ahlerich in New York’s Madison Square Garden during their 
presentation in front of an enraptured audience. 

85 minutes • 9783939CLADRE • $49.95

Philippe karl & High Noon
PHiLiPPE KaRL & PfERDia TV

Get close up to the action in Part 1 of this 
highly instructive documentary film where 
the young Hanoverian gelding “High 
Noon” goes through his first two years of 
basic training with the renowned French 
riding master. Philippe Karl trains him on 
the longe, in hand, and in the saddle, with 
respect, esteem and expertise. 

80 minutes • DVD • 978 3 95499 009 2 • $49.95 (see New Books & DVDs, p.  11)

Pilates for the Dressage Rider 
JaNiCE DULaK

Both in the original book and in this DVD, 
Janice Dulak has compiled a program of 
Pilates exercises specifically designed to 
help the dressage rider enhance her ability 
for success in dressage. The exercises have 
been selected from over 500 Pilates 
exercises and are chosen specifically to 
best suit the needs of the dressage rider. 

90 minutes • DVD • 88450104595 • $39.95 

Ride like a Natural
WENDY mURDoCH

“[Murdoch] tells how to ride efficiently, 
effectively, and safely…The instructions are 
clearly defined with a break in the visuals, 
making this easy to use in conjunction 

with hands-on instruction…” —
Booklist

Part 1: Sitting Right 
on Your Horse

Murdoch explains why a correct and 
stable seat is important, how to feel 
when you’re in good alignment, 
methods to improve your balance 

and breathing, and more.

46 minutes • DVD • 978 1 57076 351 9 • $29.95

Part 2: Time It Right  
on Your Horse

Join Murdoch as she illustrates what the “aids” are and when to use 
them, why it’s important to have good timing, and how to feel the 
right timing in all three gaits.

46 minutes • DVD • 978 1 57076 352 6 • $29.95

Part 3: Get on the Equiball® 

See how the rider’s skeleton is affected by her seat on horseback, 
learn exercises for building strength and stability, and discover 
how feeling balanced and stable on the ground can help you in 
the saddle.

40 minutes • DVD • 978 1 57076 355 7 • $29.95

Rider & Horse Back to Back
SUSaNNE VoN DiETzE & iSaBELLE VoN 
NEUmaNN-CoSEL

The back is at the heart of every movement of 
the rider on horseback—and yet it is too 
often a weak point for a living being who 
spends most of his or her time sitting down. 
This DVD shows more than 50 practical 
exercises, both ridden and on the longe, for 
back-friendly training, plus practical tips to 
improve feel and to learn how to move your 
own back better.

“…easy-to-follow techniques that provide great knowledge for every 
rider and trainer.” —The Horsemen’s yankee Pedlar

45 minutes • DVD • 978 1 57076 537 7 • $29.95

Riding in your Mind’s Eye
JaNE SaVoiE

“With Savoie as a guide, viewers can gain a 
firm image of the proper way to ride the 
various movements and can capture these 
images in their minds to take with them 
during schooling and even competitions.” 

—USDF Connection

Part 1: Getting Started

This first DVD explores the rider’s 
position and movements and 
exercises required of the Training  
Level horse.
55 minutes • DVD  
978 1 57076 360 1 • $39.95

Part 2: First Level

 Part 2 covers the movements and exercises required of the First 
Level horse.
53 minutes • DVD • 978 1 57076 361 8 • $39.95

School of légèreté 
Hands-On Training of the School of Légèreté 
with Pupils
PHiLiPPE KaRL

 In this DVD series you will watch Philippe 
Karl work with his pupils, all of whom are 
licensed and future instructors of his 
School of Légèreté. Karl teaches average 
riders on a variety of horses while 

adapting his teaching to the individual 
training standard of each horse-and-
rider combination. 

Part 1

80 minutes • DVD • 4260000132798 • $49.95

Part 2

80 minutes • DVD • 4260000132804 • $49.95

Schooling a Horse
RUDoLf zEiLiNgER

Part 1: Longeing and 
  Breaking In

  Part 1 of Schooling a Horse covers the 
  first seven weeks of the training of two 
  four-year-old horses and the first three 

elements of the Training Scale—
rhythm, suppleness, and contact.

55 minutes • DVD • 4260000130039 • $49.95  

Part 2: Basic Training in 
the First Year
In Part 2, Zeilinger demonstrates 
the continuation of early training 
introduced in Part 1, and he 
shows work to develop impulsion, 
straightness, and collection.

53 minutes • DVD • 4260000130060 • $49.95

Part 3: Lateral Work as a 
 Key to Success
 In Part 3, viewers experience how 
 Zeilinger’s horses achieve constantly  
 increasing levels of elasticity, 
 impulsion, and suppleness as a result 
of lateral work.

53 minutes • DVD • 4260000130473 • $49.95

Part 4: Counter Canter,  
Flying Changes, and 
 Canter Pirouettes

Learning flying changes is difficult for many horses. Zeilinger 
realistically shows how even those who initially struggle with this 
lesson can eventually learn it stress-free. Canter work up to the level 
of half passes, canter pirouettes, and tempi changes is included.

56 minutes • DVD • 4260000130527 • $49.95

Part 5: Achieving Collection, Piaffe, and Passage
Even if you do not necessarily aspire to one day ride a Grand Prix 
test, this DVD will provide valuable help to improve your horse’s 
movement in the trot and canter; increase the smoothness of the 
steps he takes; and create optimal elasticity. In Part 5, Zeilinger 
shows his sensitive training method for achieving piaffe and 
passage, and provides interesting hints for getting the best from 
your horse. 

50 minutes • DVD • 4260000130534 • $49.95
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Schooling Horses in Hand
A Means of Suppling and Collection
RiCHaRD HiNRiCHS

German trainer Richard Hinrichs clearly 
demonstrates that in-hand work is an 
excellent way of supporting and 
complementing work under saddle, and 
can be especially helpful in training for 
dressage competition.
“… exquisitely done, the photography is 
to die for, the riders and ground-help are 
talented, and the horses are gorgeous... 

extremely educational and worth every sport horse rider’s time!”  
—The Midwest Sport Horse Journal

45 minutes • DVD • 978 1 57076 337 3 • $39.95 

Symphony of the Friesian Horse
Ludwig Van Beethoven/  
Symphony No 9. Op93 F-Dur
PfERDia TV

The combination of Beethoven’s glorious 
music with the magic of the black Friesian 
make this film a feast for both eye and ear. 
The DVD is an uplifting experience for all  
of those who enjoy fine horses and  
classical music.

28 minutes • 4260000130442• $35.00 

Teaching and Training  
the American Way
gEoRgE moRRiS

Spend an hour with George Morris and 
demonstration riders Cynthia Hankins 
and Darragh Kenny as they illustrate the 
most fundamental aspects of the 
American Hunter/Jumper Forward 
Riding System, a system endorsed and 
taught by George and advocated by the 
USHJA Trainer Certification Program. 
Includes a bonus video, “The Roots of 
Forward Riding in America,” where 

George introduces the Amerian style of riding and its evolution.

70 minutes • DVD • 978 1 57076 668 8  
$49.95 (see New Books & DVDs, p. 3)

Training the Modern Jumper
ELmaR PoLLmaNN-SCHWECKHoRST

“…an excellent DVD for both its narration 
and for its videography. Training the Modern 
Jumper can be enjoyed on many levels. Those 
who appreciate well-trained jumpers in 
action will appreciate the many talented 
horses featured on the DVD. Other viewers 
may feel themselves to be auditors at a 
private clinic. Still others can see the piece as 
a basic overview on training a horse to jump, 

as well as a primer on the classical principles involved in training 
jumpers. A very worthy purchase if jumping is your interest.” 
—The Aiken Horse

55 minutes • DVD • 978 1 57076 343 4 • $29.95

Trakehner Horses  
in the 21st Century
JaN ToNJES

This DVD shares some of the most important 
Trakehner stallions of today in photos from 
private collections that few people have 
ever seen. An important DVD for those 
interested in the Trakehner breed and where 
it is heading in years to come.

55 minutes • DVD • 4260000131593• $39.95 

Vaulting: My Sport
ULRiKE gaST

This educational DVD is full of new ideas, 
providing step-by-step and easy-to-follow 
descriptions of the basic vaulting exercises. 
Highlights from the International Vaulting 
Competition in Rhede, Germany, are included 
as well as dynamic individual exercises and 
ideas for Freestyle moves and routines. 

50 minutes • DVD • 4260000132668 • $39.95

Velstra Driving School
TJEERD VELSTRa

Part 1
 In Part 1, Velstra discusses the qualities  
 of a good driving horse while training him 
 in single and pair driving.

51 minutes • DVD • 4260000132743 • $39.95  

Part 2
Part 2 deals with aspects of training 
four-in-hand and explains the 
“Velstra” Achenbach and two-hand 
system. Includes important tips 
concerning tandem driving.

53 minutes • DVD • 4260000132750 • $39.95

Western Saddles
How to Fit: Pain-Free
JoYCE HaRmaN, DVm

“From saddle evaluation to horse 
examination to fitting the saddle and rider, 
this 45-minute DVD details important 
checkpoints of western saddle fit. Issues 
include saddle symmetry, gullet, seat size 
and location of the bars, rockers and 
D-rings, as well as the type of seat and 
skirting.” —Western Horseman

“Although I’ve read other saddle-fitting books, it really helps to see the 
fitting process on DVD. It’s easier to see it in action, rather than read an 
explanation or see tiny pictures in a book…The information presented 
here is great.” —The Horseman’s yankee Pedlar

“A well-produced video…Lots of helpful information.” 
—Natural Horse

45 minutes • DVD • 978 1 57076 341 0 • $29.95

yoga & Riding
Techniques for Equestrians
LiNDa BENEDiK

 Through a series of lessons, on the 
ground and in the saddle, 
equestrians are introduced to Linda 
Benedik’s method of integrating 
hatha yoga with riding in order to 
improve their balance, breathing, 
and ultimately, their performance. 

“Both volumes are specifically 
geared toward riders. This unique 
perspective and understanding sets 
them apart from other yoga videos 

you may already have—or it’s a great introduction to yoga if you’re 
just beginning to practice.” —Horse & Rider

Volume 1:  Balance and Symmetry

Riders are introduced to Benedik’s methods and learn how to achieve 
a balanced and symmetrical position on the horse.  Lessons in 
centering, conscious breathing, cultivating body awareness, and 
both energizing and relaxing are provided.  

70 minutes • DVD • 978 1 57076 271 0 • $29.95

Volume 2:  Breathing and Relaxation

Riders build from the lessons they learned in Volume 1, with the 
focus on learning to relax in mind and body.  
“Classical yoga in beautiful surroundings…anyone with a tension 
problem or ‘show nerves’ might benefit from this DVD and its 
companion volume.” 
—The American quarter Horse Journal

60 minutes • DVD • 978 1 57076 272 7 • $29.95
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